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0 IntroductionTransition systems are a simple and unifying model for representing the behaviour of distributedsystems. They are used to provide the operational semantics of various process algebras such asCCS [Mil]. A number of other models of distributed systems such as elementary net systems [Thi],prime event structures [Win] and Petri nets [Rei] also have transition systems asssociated withthem in a natural way to explain their operational behaviours. Consequently, a variety of logicsthat have been proposed to reason about the behaviours of distributed systems are based on modelsbuilt out of transition systems [Pnu, ES, HM]. A classic and powerful example of such logics is thepropositional �-calculus [Koz].The transition systems that are used in such applications are, however, sequential. A (labelled)transition in these transition systems is a triple (s; a; s0) denoting that the system can perform the(single) action a at the state s and, as a result, enter the state s0. Thus it is the so-called interleavedbehaviours of distributed systems that are represented by such transition systems.It has been observed by various researchers [BC, DM, NRT] that concurrency can be moreexplicitly represented by enriching the transition relation, for instance by putting more informationon the labels of transitions. One of the simplest ways of doing so is to consider transitions of theform (s; u; s0) where u is a �nite set of actions. The idea is that the set of actions in u can occurindependently of each other (not necessarily simultaneously) at the state s and when they have alloccurred, the resulting state is s0.The aim of this paper is to study the logical consequences of admitting such an enriched transi-tion relation. In order to focus attention on the notion of steps we design a \minimal" action-basedtemporal logic in which one can explicitly talk about steps and which is just about rich enough tomake life interesting. We use \step-based" transition systems as Kripke frames to construct modelsfor this logic. We then bring out the logical properties of the step notion by establishing a varietyof positive and negative results in terms of axiomatizability and decidability.To bring out the speci�c results, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next sectionwe introduce distributed transition systems which are transition systems based on concurrent steps.In the literature some other types of transition systems have also been called distributed transitionsystems [DM, Sta]. We �rst explain the conditions imposed on our distributed transition systemswhich ensure that the notion of a step indeed captures concurrency in a faithful fashion. We thenshow how two well-known models of concurrency, namely, prime event structures and elementarynet systems, give rise to distributed transition systems in a natural way.In Section 2, the logical language is introduced and its semantics is de�ned in terms of modelswhose underlying Kripke frames are distributed transition systems. We then propose a completeaxiomatization of the valid formulas of this logic. The completeness proof is based on standard�ltration techniques borrowed from research on PDL (Propositional Dynamic Logic) [KP]. Aconsequence of the completeness argument is that the satis�ability problem for this logic is decidablein nondeterministic exponential time. On the other hand, we have a deterministic exponential timelower bound.In Section 3 we establish the somewhat surprising result that our logic cannot separate the classof models based on (distributed transitions yielded by) prime event structures from the general classof models. As a result, the axiomatization in Section 2 is complete for the restricted class as well.2



Using the well-known relationships between elementary net systems and prime event structures[NPW] we then show that similar results can also be established for the subclass of models basedon elementary net systems.Starting from Section 4 we begin to study subclasses of distributed transition systems andestablish a sequence of (predominantly negative) results about subclasses of distributed transitionsystems. Section 4 shows that the set of valid formulas over the class of deterministic models canbe axiomatized in a simple (and �nitary) fashion. The completeness argument is quite involved;the reason being, as we show in Section 5, that validity is not decidable. Here and in subsequentsections we make heavy use of the negative results based on domino problems due to Harel [Har85].The results established so far are based on distributed transition systems over an in�nite alpha-bet set. Due to the unusual mixture of modalities in our logic, there is a good deal of di�erencebetween �nite and in�nite alphabets. This is especially so in the presence of determinacy. This isbrought out in Section 6. We show that the satis�ability problem over the class of deterministicmodels is �11-hard, if we restrict the set of actions to be a �nite set (but containing at least twoelements!). As a result, validity over this class of models is not axiomatizable. In the next sectionwe show that the satis�ability problem over the class of �nite deterministic models is r.e.-hard andhence not decidable. Once again, an easy consequence is that validity over this class of models isnot axiomatizable.The proof techniques that we develop to establish our results indicate that various generaliza-tions are possible. On the positive side, the results of Section 2 and Section 3 go through { withsome additional machinery { even if we replace steps (i.e. �nite sets) with �nite multisets or �nitepomsets [Pra86] as labels of transitions. On the negative side, it turns out the various undecidabil-ity results go through if we use, instead of deterministic distributed transition systems, transitionsystems based on traces [Maz]. These additional negative results are presented in Section 8. Thelesson to be drawn here is that in the presence of concurrency (as captured by steps) it is not onlydeterminacy but even a kind of partial commutativity property (implied by the presence of steps)which makes the logic very expressive.In Section 9 we point out how the study that we have carried out can also be done for a naturalgeneralization of PDL. We also sketch briey how a more powerful modality based on the notionof steps can lead to a �nitary axiomatization of validity over the general class of models. In theconcluding section, we discuss related literature in more detail.A logic for distributed transition systems was �rst studied in [LRT], where only a �nite alphabetwas considered. Theorem 6.5 was proved in that paper. The high undecidability of the logic fordeterministic distributed transition systems over a �nite alphabet (Theorem 6.10) was proved in[Parikh].1 Distributed transition systemsIn this section we introduce distributed transition systems which will serve as the frames for ourlogic. We will show how such transition systems arise in the study of two well-known models ofdistributed systems.Recall that a (sequential) transition system is a triple TS = (S;�;!) where S is a set of states,3



� is a set of actions and ! � S � �� S is the (labelled) transition relation. If (s; a; s0) 2 ! thenthe idea is that the action a can occur at state s and, as a result, the system assumes the state s0.The essential feature of a distributed transition system is that the transition relation is general-ized to (s; u; s0), where u is a �nite set of actions. The actions in u are interpreted as a concurrentstep. This means that further conditions have to be placed on the transition relation.We will use the notation }(X) for the powerset of a set X and }fin(X) for the set of �nitesubsets of X.De�nition 1.1 A distributed transition system (dts) is a triple DTS = (S;�;!) where1. S is a set of states2. � is a set of actions3. ! � S � }fin(�)� S is the step transition relation satisfying for all s; s0 in S:(a) s ;!s0 i� s = s0.(b) for all u 2 }fin(�), if s u!s0 then there exists a function f : }(u) ! S such that f(;) =s; f(u) = s0 and for every v1 � v2 � u such that v2 � v1 6= u, it is the case thatf(v1)v2�v1�! f(v2).The function f is said to be a u-cube. We will let F [u;X] denote the set of functions from }(u)into the set X. As in the above de�nition, we will often write s u!s0 instead of (s; u; s0) 2 !. Theletters u; v with or without subscripts will range over }fin(�). For a 2 �, we will also write a!instead of fag�!.Figure 1 is a graphical representation of an fa; b; cg-cube. The nodes of the graph representthe states of the system. The edges, labelled by actions from �, reect the transition relation !.To avoid cluttering up the pictures, when we show a concurrent step, we do not display all thesmaller substeps but only the actions (steps of size 1). This convention is followed in Figure 1 andall subsequent �gures. Where � is clear from the context, we will often display a dts as just anordered pair (S;!) and call it a dts over �.Suppose s u!s0 in a dts. Then the idea is that the actions in u can occur at s with no orderover their occurrences; and when they have all occurred, the resulting state is s0. We say that thestep u is enabled at s. The existence of the u-cube guarantees that this mutual independence ofthe actions in u at s holds at all the states reached through a part of the step for the \residual"substeps.It is important to note that clause (3.b) in the de�nition of a dts is merely an implication.The existence of a u-cube does not guarantee the existence of a concurrent step. Figure 2 showsall the actions required for an fa; bg step, but there is no concurrent step in the picture. All theinductively smaller substeps of a concurrent u-step may exist, but this may be accidental. It is theu arrow that shows that the substeps form part of a concurrent step.4
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This is a characteristic of partial order models of distributed systems in which concurrency isnot identi�ed with nondeterministic interleaving. In fact it is possible at the same state to have aconcurrent step as well as an interleaving of the step performed but leading to two di�erent states.This is illustrated in Figure 3. We will show later how this arises in some typical partial ordermodels of concurrency.Further, the u-cube guarantees more than the fact that a step can be broken up into all possiblesubsteps. To bring this out let us consider replacing clause (3.b) in the de�nition by:� For all s; s0 in S, for all u 2 }fin(�), if s u!s0 then there exists a function f in F [u; S] suchthat f(;) = s and f(u) = s0 and for every v � u, it is the case that s v!f(v)u�v�!s0.For the transition system in Figure 4, we can consistently have an fa; b; cg step between s; andsabc if we accept this weaker condition (and �ll in all the intermediate substeps), but there is nofa; b; cg-cube f in the sense of De�nition 1.1, since f(b) cannot be assigned a suitable value.An important notion in transition systems is that of reachability. Given the transition systemTS = (S;�;!), we de�ne the reachability set of s0 2 S, denoted RTS(s0), as the least subset ofS containing s0 satisfying:If s 2 RTS(s0); a 2 � and s a!s0; then s0 2 RTS(s0):We write R(s0) if the underlying transition system is clear from the context.TS = (S;!; s0) is said to be a pointed dts if (S;!) is a dts, s0 2 S and S = RTS(s0).In this paper, we only consider countable dts's, that is, in TS = (S;�;!), S, � and ! are allat most countable.We have chosen the strong de�nition of dts's after examining a number of partial order modelsof distributed systems. We will consider two such models: event structures and net systems.Our presentation will be brief and the interested reader is referred to [Win, Thi, NRT] for morebackground material.A prime event structure is a triple ES = (E;�;#) where� E is a set of event occurrences� � � E �E is a partial ordering relation called the causality relation.� # � E �E is an irreexive and symmetric relation called the conict relation.� # is inherited via � in the sense that e1#e2 and e2 � e3 imply e1#e3 for every e1; e2; e3 inE.Figure 5 is an example of an event structure. The squiggly lines represent the \minimal" elementsof the # relation. The causality relation is shown in the form of the associated Hasse diagram.The # relation is then uniquely determined by the last part of the de�nition above. In this eventstructure, e1 # e6 because e1 # e2 � e6. 6
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Events which are not ordered by � and not in conict are interpreted as being concurrent.Formally for the event structure ES = (E;�;#), we de�ne coES � E �E as:e1 coES e2 i� not (e1 � e2 or e2 � e1 or e1#e2)We will drop the subscript if the event structure ES is understood from the context. For example,in Figure 5, e6 co e7.An event structure is said to be �nitary if every event has at most a �nite number of eventscausing it. For formalizing this idea and for de�ning the notion of a state it will be convenient toadopt the following notation.Let ES = (E;�;#) be an event structure and X � E. Then #X is de�ned to befe0 j 9e 2 X : e0 � eg:In case X = feg we will write #e instead of #feg. Now ES is �nitary i� #e is �nite for every e in E.In this paper we consider only �nitary event structures.For an event to occur in a computation all the events that cause it must have occurred. Notwo events that are in conict can both occur in a computation. These considerations lead to thefollowing notion of \state" for an event structure.Let ES = (E;�;#) be an event structure. Then x � E is a con�guration i�(i) x = #x (downward closed)(ii) (x� x) \# = ; (conict-free)Let CES denote the set of �nite con�gurations of the event structure ES = (E;�;#). Theoccurrence of an event or a �nite set of concurrent events causes the con�guration to change, in e�ectgiving a transition system. De�ne now the step transition relation !ES � CES � }fin(E) � CESof ES (over E) asx u!x0 i� x0 = x [ u; x \ u = ; and 8v � u : x [ v is a con�gurationProposition 1.2 (CES ; E;!ES) is a dts.Proof: It su�ces to verify that (CES; E;!ES) satis�es the step condition. For convenience, wewill write !ES as ! through the rest of the proof.Clearly x ;!x0 i� x = x0 for every x; x0 in CES. So assume that u 6= ; and x u!x0. De�nef 2 F [u;CES ] by: f(v) = x [ v; for all v � u:Clearly f is well-de�ned and f(;) = x and f(u) = x0. It is easy to verify that f is in fact a u-cube.2Note that the dts produced by the event structure is deteministic. In applications, one oftenworks with labelled event structures. We can also associate with the labelled event structure a dtsover the label set. This observation will help establish one of the results of this paper (Section 3).Let � be a set of labels. A �-labelled event structure is a quadruple ES = (E;�;#; �) where8



� (E;�;#) is an event structure called the underlying event structure of ES.� � : E ! � is the labelling function.The labelling function � can be extended pointwise to �nite subsets of E.We assume that the notions we have so far developed for event structures are transported tolabelled event structures via their underlying event structures in the obvious way. A slight hitchis that in associating a dts over � with a �-labelled event structure, concurrent steps have to bede�ned using multisets rather than sets. We would like to stick to the simpler notation of sets,which we do in this paper, using \concurrency preserving" labelling functions. However, our resultsdo not depend upon this and can be generalized if required.Let ES = (E;�;#; �) be a �-labelled event structure. Then � is said to be concurrencypreserving in case e1 coES e2 implies �(e1) 6= �(e2) for every e1; e2 in E. Suppose ES is labelledpreserving concurrency. LetTSES = (CES;�;)ES) where )ES def= f(x; �(u); x0) j (x; u; x0) 2 !ESg:Proposition 1.3 TSES is a dts over �.Proof: Follows easily from the fact that (CES;!ES) is a dts over E. 2Henceforth, by a \labelled event structure" we shall mean a �nitary event structure with aconcurrency preserving labelling function.Next we wish to show that elementary net systems which are a basic model in net theory alsogive rise to dts's.An elementary net system is a tuple N = (B;E; F; cin) where� NN = (B;E; F ) is called the underlying net of N . B is a set of conditions and E a set ofevents (disjoint from B). The ow relation F � (B �E) [ (E �B) satis�es:8x 2 B [E : 9y 2 E [B : (x; y) 2 F or (y; x) 2 F:� cin � B is the initial case.For e in E we let �e denote the set of pre-conditions and e � the set of post-conditions of e,de�ned as: �e def= fb j (b; e) 2 Fge � def= fb j (e; b) 2 Fg:For a subset of events X � E, �X and X � are de�ned by taking the pointwise union.9
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Figure 6 is an example of an elementary net system. We have used the conventional graphicalnotation for nets | conditions are represented by circles, events by boxes and the ow relation bydirected arcs. The \marked" conditions denote the initial case cin.A state of a net system { usually called a case { consists of a subset of the conditions holdingconcurrently. An event can occur at a case i� all its pre-conditions hold and none of its post-conditions do at the case. When an event occurs all its pre-conditions cease to hold and all itspost-conditions begin to hold. A step of events can occur at a case { as a concurrent step { if eachof them can occur individually and their F -neighbourhoods are pairwise disjoint. These ideas canbe formalized as follows:Let N = (B;E; F ) be a net. Then IndN � E �E is given by:e1 IndN e2 i� (�e1 [ e1 �) \ (�e2 [ e2 �) = ;:The step transition relation !N � }(B)� }fin(E) � }(B) is given by:c u!c0 i� c� c0 = �u; c0 � c = u � and 8e1; e2 2 u : e1 = e2 or e1 IndN e2Note that if c � B and �e � c but e � \ c 6= ;, then e is not enabled at c.Let N = (B;E; F; cin) be an elementary net system and !N the step transition relation of theunderlying net N = (B;E; F ). Then CN is the state space of N and it is the least subset of }(B)containing cin and satisfying:If c 2 CN and (c; u; c0) 2 !N then c0 2 CN :Let !N be !N restricted to CN � }fin(E)� CN .Proposition 1.4 (CN ; E;!N ) is a dts over E.Proof: Suppose (c; u; c0) 2!N . De�ne f 2 F [u; CN ] by f(v) = (c [ v �) � �v, for every v � u.Now it is easy to verify that De�nition 1.1 is satis�ed. 2As in the case of event structures, the dts associated with a net system is deterministic,and it will be useful to consider labelled net systems. A �-labelled elementary net systemN = (B;E; F; cin; �) is de�ned analogously to a labelled event structure. Our labelling functionwill be required to preserve concurrency.Let N = (B;E; F; cin) be a net system. Then coN � E �E is given by:coN = f(e1; e2) j e1 6= e2 and 9c; c0 2 CN : (c; fe1; e2g; c0) 2 !Ng:Notice that coN � IndNN and in general this inclusion is proper.We can now de�ne the structureTSN = (CN ;�;)N ) where )N= f(c; �(u); c0) j (c; u; c0) 2 !N g:Proposition 1.5 TSN is a dts over �.Thus elementary net systems also lead to dts's in a natural way.11



2 A logic for distributed transition systemsIn this section we introduce the logic which will be the focal point of our study. With distributedtransition systems playing the role of Kripke frames, we �rst develop the semantics of the language.We then provide a complete axiomatization of the set of valid formulas and show that the logic isdecidable.Fix a countably in�nite set of atomic propositions P = fp0; p1; : : :g and a countably in�nite al-phabet of atomic actions �. The formulas of our language Step-TL (temporal logic with concurrentsteps) are speci�ed inductively as:� Every member of P is a formula.� If � and � are formulas then so are ��; � _ �;3� and hui�, for u 2 }fin(�).We let �; �; ; � with or without subscripts range over formulas. When u is a singleton, sayu = fag, we write hai� instead of hfagi�.A model is a pair M = (TS; V ) where TS = (S;!) is a dts over � and V : S ! }(P ) is avaluation function.Let M = ((S;!); V ) be a model, s 2 S. Then the notion of � holding at the state s in themodel is denoted by M; s j= � and is de�ned inductively as follows:� M; s j= p i� p 2 V (s).� M; s j= �� i� M; s 6 j=�.� M; s j= � _ � i� M; s j= � or M; s j= �.� M; s j= 3� i� there exists s0 2 R(s) such that M; s0 j= �.� M; s j= hui� i� there exists s0 such that s u!s0 and M; s0 j= �.The derived connectives of propositional calculus such as ^; � and � are de�ned in terms of� and _ in the usual way. We let True stand for the formula p0 _ �p0 and False for �True.The derived modalities 2 and [u] are given by:2� def= �3��[u]� def= �hui��It can be easily checked thatM; s j= 2� i� for every s0 2 R(s);M; s0 j= �M; s j= [u]� i� for every s0 such that s u!s0 :M; s0 j= �12



The formula � is satis�able if M; s j= � in some model M = ((S;!); V ) with s 2 S. � is valid inthe modelM ifM; s j= � for every s 2 S. � is valid (denoted j= �) if � is valid in every model M .Step-TL can be used to express a variety of properties concerning the occurrence patterns ofactions in a dts. A typical safety property would be 2[fa1; a2g]False stating that at no reachable(global) state can the actions a1 and a2 occur concurrently. Clearly liveness properties can alsobe stated in the usual fashion. For example if the dts models an elementary net system then23haiTrue expresses the fact that from every reachable case (state) it is possible to obtain a caseat which the action a is enabled.We now propose an axiomatization of the set of valid formulas.Axiom System NDAxiom schemes(A0) All the substitutional instances of the tautologies of PC(A1) 2(� � �) � (2� � 2�)(A2) 2� � [u]� ^22�(A3) [u](� � �) � ([u]� � [u]�)(A4) � � h;i�Inference rules(MP ) �; � � � (TG) �� 2�Let � = f1; : : : ; kg and � 2 �.(Step) 1 _ : : : _ khui� � _f 2 F [u;�];f(u)=� (v̂�u hvi ^v�v0�u hv0 � vif(v0))As usual, by a thesis we will mean a formula � which is derivable in a �nite number of stepsfrom the axioms using the inference rules. This is denoted by ` �. � is said to be consistent if ��is not a thesis. The �nite set of formulas f�1; : : : ; �ng is consistent if their conjunction �1^ : : :^�nis. A set of formulas is consistent if every �nite subset of it is.Most of our axiom schemes and inference rules are standard or easy adaptations of standardones [Kr�o, Pnu]. Characteristic of our system are the axiom scheme (A4) and the inference rule(Step). The former speci�es that each state can be reached from itself through the empty step.Moreover the empty step performed at a state leads back to the same state.Note that (Step) represents a �nite presentation of an in�nite set of inference rules: one foreach set of formulas �. In essence (Step) says that if hui� holds at a state s in the model M , thenthere exists a state s0 such that � holds at s0 and there is a u-cube from s to s0. (Think of � as a�nite set of \descriptions" of states of a dts.)Consider the following simple way of stating this:hui� � v̂�u hvihu� vi�This formula would be a thesis in our system. It merely states that a step can be arbitrarily broken13



up into substeps. However there is more to the semantics of the u! relation, as we observed inSection 1. It demands the existence of a function which �xes once and for all the \state of a�airs"that might prevail at the intermediate states occurring in the u-cube. Speci�cally, if each of thestates in the u-cube satisfy one among a set of properties then the function must �x a speci�cproperty for each intermediate state in the u-cube. In particular note that, due to nondeterminism,for each v � u there might be several v-successors at s and the function must determine whichbelongs to the u-cube in question.We can use a �nite set of inference rules for our axiomatization, but then the inference rule(Step) is replaced by an in�nite set of axiom schemes [LRT]. Let � = f1; : : : ; kg and � 2 �.(AStep) hui� ^ v̂�u[v](1 _ : : : _ k) � _f 2 F [u;�];f(u)=� (v̂�u hvi ^v�v0�u hv0 � vif(v0))Observe that the step axioms and rules have a consequent that is double exponential in the sizeof the antecedent.We do not know whether it is possible to axiomatize this logic with a �nite set of inferencerules and a �nite set of axiom schemes. However, we can so axiomatize a logic in a more expressivelanguage; see Section 9.2.Note that the axiom system in itself does not force models to be distributed transition systems{ tree models (with action-labelled edges) could su�ce, and the axioms would then provide closureconditions on the models. However, we are primarily interested in dts's which arise naturally inconcurrency theory and we study this logic in an attempt to characterize dts's (in the sense ofstandard modal logic [HC]).Theorem 2.1 (Soundness) If ` � then j= �.Proof: We will only verify the soundness of the inference rule (Step). The soundness of theaxioms and the other inference rules is easy to check.So suppose the disjunction of a set � of formulas 1; : : : ; k is valid, � 2 �. LetM = ((S;!); V )be a model and s 2 S such that M; s j= hui�.Hence there is an s0 with � holding and a u-cube g from s to it. We de�ne the required functionf 2 F [u;�] as follows.Suppose v � u. M; g(v) j= 1 _ : : :_ k. Hence some formula in � must be satis�ed at g(v). Tobe speci�c, let f(v) be the formula j where j is the least index in f1; : : : ; kg such thatM; g(v) j= j .Finally, let f(u) = �.The soundness of the axiom now follows easily from s v!g(v) and g(v)v0�v�!g(v0) for every v �v0 � u. 2The following theses and derived inference rules will be required for proving completeness.Theses 14



(T1) [u]� ^ hui� � hui(� ^ �)(T2) 2� ^3� � 3(� ^ �)(T3) [u](� ^ �) � [u]� ^ [u]�(T4) 2(� ^ �) � 2� ^2�(T5) hui(� ^ �) � hui� ^ hui�(T6) hui(� _ �) � hui� _ hui�(T7) 3(� _ �) � 3� _3�(T8) 3(� ^ �) � 3� ^3�(T9) 2� � [u]2�(T10) 2� � �Derived rules(uG) � (DR1) � � � (DR2) � � �[u]� hui� � hui� 3� � 3�The derivations are quite easy (see for instance [Bur]) and hence we omit them.The closure of a formula will play a crucial role in the completeness proof.De�nition 2.2 Let � be a formula.1. CL0(�) is the least set of formulas containing � which satis�es:(a) If �� 2 CL0(�) then � 2 CL0(�)(b) If �1 _ �2 2 CL0(�) then �1; �2 2 CL0(�)(c) If hui� 2 CL0(�) then � 2 CL0(�)(d) If 3� 2 CL0(�) then � 2 CL0(�)2. CL(�), the closure of �, is given by:CL(�) def= CL0(�) [ f�� j � 2 CL0(�)g3. An atom generated by � is a maximal consistent subset of CL(�).4. AT (�) is the set of atoms generated by �.5. V oc(�), the (closure) vocabulary of �, is given by:V oc(�) =[fu j there is a hui� 2 CL(�)gIt is easy to check that there exists a constant c > 0 such that if � is of length n then CL(�)is of size at most cn and hence AT (�) is of size at most 2cn.The completeness proof will consist of showing that every consistent formula is satis�able. Forthe rest of the section, �x a consistent formula �0 and an action d 2 � � V oc(�0). Note that dexists because V oc(�0) is �nite and � isn't. 15



For convenience, we will assume the parameter �0 and write CL; AT and V oc. Clearly CL isnonempty and since �0 is consistent, AT is nonempty. Further, each atom is nonempty since theempty set is not maximal (one can always consistently add �0). For every atom w, we let bw denotethe conjunction of the formulas contained in it. For a nonempty set W = fw1; : : : ; wkg � AT , fWdenotes the formula cw1 _ : : : _ cwk. The next result can be obtained by applying the machinery ofpropositional calculus [Kr�o].Proposition 2.3 Let w;w0 2 AT .1. If � 2 w then ` bw � �2. ( bw ^ � is consistent and � 2 CL) i� � 2 w.3. bw ^cw0 is consistent i� w = w0.4. `gAT .The set AT can be used to construct a model for �0. The underlying dts TS0 = (AT;!) canbe de�ned as: ! def= f(w; u;w0) j bw ^ huicw0 is consistent and u � V ocg[f(w; fdg; w0) j bw ^3cw0 is consistentgRecall that d 2 �� V oc.Lemma 2.4 TS0 is a dts over V oc [ fdg.Proof: w ;!w0 i� bw ^ h;icw0 is consistent i�, by axiom (A4), bw ^cw0 is consistent. By Proposition2.3(iii), this holds if and only if w = w0.Next suppose that w u!w0. We must establish the existence of a u-cube from w to w0 in TS0.First note that, by the de�nition of !, either u � V oc or u = fdg. If u = fdg, the function isobvious, so suppose u � V oc. Then bw^huicw0 is consistent. Let AT = fw1; : : : ; wkg. Since w0 2 ATand ` gAT by Proposition 2.3(iv), we can apply (Step) to get a function f in F [u; fcw1; : : : ; cwkg]such that f(u) = cw0 and the following formula is consistent:bw ^ v̂�u hvi ^v�v0�u hv0 � vif(v0)Using axiom (A4) and Proposition 2.3(iii), observe that f(;) must be bw. Consider v � v0 �u. We have hvi(h;if(v) ^ hv0 � vif(v0)) is consistent. By the derived rule (uG), the formulah;if(v) ^ hv0 � vif(v0) is consistent. Using (A4), we see that f(v) ^ hv0 � vif(v0) is consistent.Now de�ne g 2 F [u;AT ] by g(v) = wi such that cwi = f(v). It is easy to observe that g satis�esthe conditions for a u-cube from w to w0. 2The next intermediate result is useful in the proof of completeness.16



Lemma 2.5 Let w;w0 2 AT and u � V oc [ fdg such that w u!w0. If 3� 2 w0 then 3� 2 w.Proof: Suppose w u!w0; w0 � V oc. Then bw ^ huicw0 is consistent. Applying (A2), bw ^ 3cw0 isconsistent.Alternately, if w d!w0, then again bw ^3cw0 is consistent.By part (i) of Proposition 2.3, ` cw0 � 3�. By (DR2), we get ` 3cw0 � 33�, and by axiom(A2), it follows that ` 3cw0 � 3�. Hence bw ^ 3� is consistent. Since 3� 2 w0, it is in CL andusing Proposition 2.3(ii), we get 3� 2 w. 2De�ne now the model M0 = (TS0; V0) where for every w 2 AT , V0(w) = w \ P . Since �0 isconsistent, it must belong to some atom w0 in AT , hence by the following lemma it is satis�ablein M0.Lemma 2.6 8� 2 CL : 8w 2 AT :M0; w j= � i� � 2 w.Proof: We proceed by induction on the structure of �. If � 2 P or � is of the form �� or �1 _�2the proof is routine. Hence assume that � is of the form hui�.Suppose hui� 2 w. Then bw ^ hui� is consistent by part (ii) of Proposition 2.3. This impliesthat hui� is consistent and by derived rule (uG), � is consistent. Then the set W = fw0 j � 2 w0gof atoms is nonempty and by PC, ` � � fW . By (DR1), we can then deduce that ` hui� � huifW .Thus bw^huifW is consistent. By thesis (T6), there exists w0 2W such that bw^huicw0 is consistent.By de�nition of !, we then obtain w u!w0. Since � 2 w0, it must be the case that M;w0 j= � bythe induction hypothesis. Hence M;w j= hui�.Next suppose that M;w j= hui�. Then there exists w0 2 AT such that w u!w0 and M;w0 j= �.By the induction hypothesis, � 2 w0. By de�nition of !, bw ^ huicw0 is consistent. Thesis (T5)implies bw ^ hui� is consistent. Since hui� 2 CL, we get hui� 2 w from part (ii) of Proposition 2.3.Now consider the case where � is of the form 3�. Suppose 3� 2 w. Then bw^3� is consistent.Hence 3� and � are consistent. De�ne W = fw0 j � 2 w0g as above. Again, using the derived rule(DR2) and thesis (T7), we will get w0 2W such that bw ^3cw0 is consistent. Consequently w d!w0.Using the induction hypothesis, M;w0 j= � and therefore M;w j= 3�.Finally suppose that M;w j= 3�. Then there is a w0 2 R(w) such that M;w0 j= �. By theinduction hypothesis, � 2 w0, and by thesis (T10), 3� 2 w0. By repeated application of Lemma2.5, we now get 3� 2 w, as required. 2Theorem 2.7 (Completeness) If j= � then ` �.Proof: As observed earlier, Lemma 2.6 at once implies that every consistent formula is satis�able.217



Observe that we can in fact obtain a model based on a pointed frame by taking TS1 =(RTS0(w0);!; w0) in the above construction. Hence the completeness result holds for modelsbased on pointed transition systems as well. We can in fact extract a more important result. Bysoundness of the axiom system, if � is satis�able then it is consistent. The proof of the completenesstheorem then guarantees that it has a model of size at most 2cn where c > 0 is a constant and n isthe length of �. Hence we have:Theorem 2.8 (Decidability) Satis�ability in our logic is decidable in nondeterministic exponen-tial time.The standard �ltration technique [FL] can also be applied to get a direct, model-theoretic proofof decidability [Parikh].A remark about the upper and lower bounds. It is easy to see that the Fischer-Ladner lowerbound of deterministic exponential time for PDL [FL] will also hold for our logic. The same proofgoes through except for the fact that the [`�] of page 207, line 12 [FL] must be replaced by 2.As for the upper bound, PDL has been shown by Pratt [Pra80] to be decidable in deterministicexponential time. However, unlike PDL, our models are built from (hyper-)cubes corresponding tothe relation u!. Such cubes can be exponential in the size of the formula and it is not obvious thatguessing them can be avoided.3 Event Structures and Net SystemsThe soundness and completeness theorems of the previous section can be together viewed as alogical characterization of the class of distributed transition systems. We mean this in the spiritof a result such as \S4 is sound and complete w.r.t the class of partial orders" in modal logic[HC]. Here we wish to show that our axiomatization also characterizes �nitary event structuresand elementary net systems.As shown in Section 1, there is a natural way of associating a dts TSES with every �-labelledevent structure. Similarly there is a dts TSN associated with every �-labelled elementary netsystem. It is easy to see that there are dts's which cannot be generated by event structures or netsystems.For instance, let a; b; c be three distinct letters in �. Figure 7 shows a dts which can not beisomorphic (in the obvious sense) to a dts associated with a �-labelled event structure. The eventscorresponding to the fa; cg-cube are dependent on the a and c events performed in state s�, whichare in conict. In an event structure, concurrent events cannot be dependent on conicting ones.A similar claim can be made for dts's associated with elementary net systems.On the other hand, let SAT , SATES and SATNS be the set of formulas satis�able by modelsbased on all dts's, those based on dts's associated with labelled event structures and those basedon dts's associated with labelled net systems respectively. We show in this section that SATES =SATNS = SAT . That is, (satis�able) formulas of our logic can be satis�ed by dts's associated withevent structures and net systems.To prove this result, we make use of the standard notion of bisimulation [Park].18



De�nition 3.1 Let TSi = (Si;!i); i = 1; 2, be two dts's over �. Then a step bisimulationbetween them is a relation R � S1 � S2 such that s1 R s2 implies:� If s1 u!1 s01 then there exists s02 2 S2 such that s2 u!2 s02 and s01 R s02.� If s2 u!2 s02 then there exists s01 2 S1 such that s1 u!1 s01 and s01 R s02.Proposition 3.2 Let Mi = ((Si;!i); Vi); i = 1; 2 be two models and R a step bisimulation between(S1;!1) and (S2;!2) such that s1 R s2 implies V1(s1) = V2(s2) for every s1; s2. Then for every� and every (s1; s2) 2 R, M1; s1 j= � i� M2; s2 j= �:Proof: We can �rst show that s1 R s2 implies:� If s01 2 RTS1(s1) then there exists s02 2 RTS2(s2) such that s01 R s02.� If s02 2 RTS2(s2) then there exists s01 2 RTS1(s1) such that s01 R s02.Then structural induction on � will give the result. For instance, one can follow the proof ofthe p-morphism theorem in [HC]. 2Lemma 3.3 Let TS = (S;!; s0) be a countable pointed dts over �. Then there exists a labelledevent structure ES and a step bisimulation R between TSES = (CES ;)ES) and TS such that; R s0.Proof: Fix a countably in�nite set of events bE and �x an enumeration of }fin( bE)�S�}fin(�)�S.Since bE, � and S are countable such an enumeration exists. We will inductively construct an in�nitesequence (ES0; R0), (ES1; R1), : : : such that for every i � 0,1. ESi = (Ei;�i;#i; �i) is a �nite labelled event structure whose events are members of bE.2. Ei � Ei+1; �i+1 dEi = �i; #i+1dEi = #i and �i+1dEi = �i.3. If e1 coESi e2 then 8j � i : e1 2 Ej i� e2 2 Ej.4. Ri � CESi � S with the property ; Ri s0, Ri is a function and Ri = Ri+1d(CESi � S).We will abbreviate CESi by Ci, )ESi by )i, etc. The tuple (c; s; u; s0) is a requirement for(ESi; Ri) if c 2 Ci; c Ri s and s u!s0 in TS. The requirement is live if there is no c0 2 Ci such thatc u)i c0 and c0 Ri s0.The \limit" of this sequence will be (ES;R), the event structure and bisimulation required bythe lemma. 19



Set ES0 = (;; ;; ;; ;), so that TS0 = (f;g;)0) where )0= f(;; ;; ;)g. Set R0 = f(;; s0)g.Clearly (ES0; R0) satis�es the inductive conditions.Assume that (ESi; Ri) have been de�ned for i � 0 satisfying the required properties.If there are no live requirements at stage i, set (ESi+1; Ri+1) = (ESi; Ri). Otherwise pick thelive requirement (c; s; u; s0) with the least index in the enumeration of }fin( bE) � S � }fin(�)� Swe have �xed. Note that u 6= ; because s ;!s0 implies c ;)i c and c Ri s0. Let u = fa1; a2; : : : ; ang.Pick Y = fe1; e2; : : : ; eng from bE � Ei. Since bE is countable and Ei is �nite, we can always �ndsuch a Y .De�ne ESi+1 = (Ei+1;�i+1;#i+1; �i+1) byEi+1 def= Ei [ Y�i+1 def= �i [(c� Y ) [ f(e; e) j e 2 Y g#i+1 def= #i [ ((Ei � c)� Y ) [ (Y � (Ei � c))�i+1(e) def= ( aj; for e = ej , 1 � j � n�i(e); for e 2 EiFirst observe that the inductive conditions (1), (2) and (3) hold. We havecoi+1 = coi [ f(e; e0) j e; e0 2 Y; e 6= e0g:ESi+1 is �nite and �-labelled (preserving concurrency), but we have to verify that it is an eventstructure.�i+1 is clearly reexive. It is transitive because c is downward closed. Since �i was antisym-metric, �i+1 is antisymmetric by de�nition.To prove conict inheritance, let e #i+1 e0 �i+1 e00. Suppose e00 2 Y . Then, by de�nition of�i+1, either e0 = e00, in which case we are done, or e0 2 c. But then, e must be in Ei and not in c.Hence e #i+1 e00 by de�nition.Suppose that e00 2 Ei. Now e0 must be in Ei. If e is also in Ei, since ESi is an event structure,we have e #i e00 and hence e #i+1 e00. Otherwise, e is in Y . Hence e0 2 Ei � c, whence e00 62 c aswell. By de�nition, (e; e00) 2 #i+1.This completes the construction of ESi+1. Finally observe thatCi+1 = Ci [ fc [ y j y � Y gSince s u!s0, let f be a u-cube de�ned by it. LetRi+1 = Ri [ f(c [ y; f(�i+1(y))) j y � Y gBy taking the componentwise union of the (ESi; Ri)'s, we obtain the required pair (ES;R).ES is �nitary since each event in it comes from some ESj , j � 0 which is �nite, and since�i dEj =�j; for i � j, the \past" of each event is �nite. We use inductive condition (3) toestablish that R is a step bisimulation.In one direction, suppose c R s and c u)ES c0. Then there is a set of concurrent events y suchthat c0 = c [ y and �(y) = u. By (3), there is a minimum j � 0 such that y � Ej+1 � Ej . Let20



(c; s; v; s0) be the requirement chosen at ESj to obtain ESj+1 and f : }(v) ! S be the chosenv-cube. By de�nition of Ci+1, it must be the case that 9v0 : v0 [u � v : c0 = c[ v0; c00 = c[ v0 [u.Then c0 R f(v0), c00 R f(v0 [ u) and f(v0) u!f(v0 [ u) in TS.For the other direction, suppose s1 u!s2 and c R s1. Since (c; s1; u; s2) is a ful�lled requirement,there exists a c0 such that c0 R s2 and c u)ES c0. 2Theorem 3.4 SAT = SATES.Proof: One direction is trivial. For the other, suppose � 2 SAT . Then there is a countable (infact, �nite) pointed model M = (TS; V ), TS = (S;!; s0) such that M; s0 j= �. By the previouslemma, there is an event structure ES with a step bisimulation R � CES � S such that ; R s0.The proof of the lemma also establishes that R is a function, hence we can de�ne VES(c) = V (s),where c R s. Let MES = (TSES; VES). By Proposition 3.2, MES; ; j= �. Hence � 2 SATES . 2Thus we have that satis�ability over the class of dts's generated by event structures is alsodecidable in nondeterministic exponential time and the axiom system of Section 2 is sound andcomplete for this class.We can similarly characterize the state space of elementary net systems. The crucial step isagain provided by establishing a step bisimulation. In this case, we can use the work of [NPW] andprovide a bijection.Lemma 3.5 Let ES = (E;�;#; �) be a labelled event structure. Then there exists a labelled netsystem N = (B;E; F; cin; �) and a bijection h : TSES ! TSN such that for every con�gurationx 2 CES, x u)ES x0 i� h(x) u)N h(x0):Proof: Set B = Bid [B< [B# where� Bid = ffegg j e 2 Eg� B< = f(e1; e2) j e1 � e2; e1 6= e2g� B# = ffe; e0g j e#e0g.Next set F = Fid [ F< [ F# where� Fid = f(feg; e) j feg 2 Bidg� F< = f(e1; (e1; e2)); ((e1; e2); e2) j (e1; e2) 2 B<g� F# = f(fe; e0g; e); (fe; e0g; e0) j fe; e0g 2 B#g21



Finally set cin = Bid [B#.Then N = (B;E; F; cin; �) is a labelled net system. To see this, we need to verify thatClaim : e1 IndN e2 i� e1 coES e2.We leave the veri�cation of this claim to the reader, as well as that of the fact that h : CES ! CNde�ned by h(x) def= (cin [ x �)� �x:is the required bijection. 2Theorem 3.6 SAT = SATNS.Proof: One direction is trivial. For the other, by Theorem 3.4, SAT � SATES . The bijec-tion h de�nes a step bisimulation. By de�ning a valuation function and using Proposition 3.2,SATES � SATNS . 24 Deterministic distributed transition systemsIn this section we begin the study of deterministic dts's from the vantage point of our logic. Webegin by introducing terminology that will be used throughout the rest of the paper. As before, bya dts we will mean a dts over � where � is a countably in�nite set of actions.De�nition 4.1 Let TS = (S;�;!) be a dts.1. TS is said to be deterministic if8s; s1; s2 2 S;8u 2 }fin(�) : s u!s1 and s u!s2 implies s1 = s2:2. The model M = (TS; V ) is said to be deterministic if TS is.3. � is said to be deterministically satis�able if there exists a deterministic modelM = ((S;!); V )and s 2 S such that M; s j= �.4. � is said to be deterministically valid ifM; s j= � for every deterministic modelM = ((S;!); V )and every s 2 S. We write j=Det � to denote that � is deterministically valid.5. DSAT and DVAL denote the set of deterministically satis�able and deterministically validformulas respectively.Deterministic dts's arise naturally in a number of ways. Let ES = (E;�;#) be a �nitary eventstructure. Then (CES ;!ES) is a deterministic dts over E. Similarly, if N = (B;E; F; cin) is anelementary net system then (CN ;!N ) is a deterministic dts over E. For �-labelled event structures22



and net systems one can place well motivated restrictions on the labelling functions to ensure thatthe associated dts's over � are deterministic. We will not go into details here.It turns out that, from a logical point of view, determinacy adds a great deal of expressivepower. One of our aims is to bring this out in a number of ways in this and subsequent sections.First we consider the simple-looking formula 2hfx; ygiTrue. Any deterministic model of thisformula must contain the grid N�N shown in Figure 8. (A formal proof is provided in the nextsection.) We have omitted the set arrows fx;yg�! in the picture.Secondly, we can point out that for the class of deterministic models, there is no hope of getting\equivalent" deterministic models based on event structures or net systems (in the sense of thetranslation theorems of the previous section). To see this, observe that the formula hfa; bgiTrue^hfb; cgiTrue^ [fa; cg]False^ [b]hfa; cgiTrue is in DSAT because we can �nd a deterministic modelfor it, based on the dts shown in Figure 7. However, we know that the dts cannot be generated byan event structure. The bisimulation technique of Section 3 is not of use because we are restricted todeterministic systems. Hence the class of deterministic dts models strictly includes those based on�nitary prime event structures. Once again, a similar claim can be made for deterministic modelsbased on elementary net systems.Another piece of evidence supporting the view that determinacy is very expressive is providedby the axiomatization of DV AL which we present now.Axiom System DAxiom schemes(A0) All the substitutional instances of the tautologies of PC(A1) 2(� � �) � (2� � 2�)(A2) 2� � [u]� ^22�(A3) [u](� � �) � ([u]� � [u]�)(A4) � � h;i�(A5) hui� � hvihu� vi�; for v � u(A6) hui� � [u]�Inference rules(MP ) �; � � � (TG) �� 2�The characteristic axiom of this system is the determinacy axiom (A6). In its presence the rule(Step) of Section 2 can be replaced by the much simpler (A5) of the present system. It can beshown that (Step) is a derived inference rule in the axiom system.We let `D � denote the fact that � is a thesis of the system D. In this section we will, forconvenience, write ` � to mean `D � and say � is consistent to mean that it is consistent w.r.t.the system D. From the de�nitions, we easily have:Theorem 4.2 (Soundness) If `D � then j=Det �.The completeness argument will be a lot more involved than the one presented in Section 2. Asimple reason is that the \�ltration" technique used in the earlier proof will produce, in general,23



nondeterministic models. A deeper reason is that, as we will prove in the next section, DVAL isnot a recursive set.We will use the following theses and derived rules:Theses(T1) [u]� ^ hui� � hui(� ^ �)(T2) 2� ^3� � 3(� ^ �)(T3) [u](� ^ �) � [u]� ^ [u]�(T4) 2(� ^ �) � 2� ^2�(T5) 2� � �(T6) 2� � [u]2�(T7) huiTrue � hviTrue; for v � u(T8) hui� � [v]hu � vi�; for v � u(T9) huiTrue ^ [u]� � [v][u� v]�; for v � uDerived rules(uG) � (DR1) � � � (DR2) � � �[u]� hui� � hui� [u]� � [u]�The derivations are straightforward and we once again omit the details.A number of new notions will be needed for the completeness proof. The dts (S;�;!) is saidto be:� sequential i� 8s; s0 2 S : 8u 2 }fin(�) : s u!s0 implies juj � 1:� �nite i� both S and ! are �nite sets.� acyclic i� 8s; s0 2 S : s 2 R(s0) and s0 2 R(s) implies s = s0:If a pointed dts TS = (S;!; s0) is acyclic then s0 is said to be the root of TS.Now assume that TS is acyclic and has root s0. Then we can de�ne the function depthTS :S ! N as follows: depthTS(s0) = 0depthTS(s) = maxfdepthTS(s0) j (s0; a; s) 2 !g+ 1We will omit the subscript and refer to the depth function when the dts on which it is de�ned isunderstood. We say that a rooted acyclic dts is graded if depth(s0) = 1+depth(s) for every (s; a; s0)in the transition relation. Informally, every path from the root to a state s must be of equal lengthin a graded dts.Next we need the notion of a thin u-cube. Let TS = (S;�;!) be a dts and s; s0 2 S. Then athin u-cube (from s to s0) is a function f 2 F [u; S] which satis�es:� f(;) = s and f(u) = s0� 8v � u : 8a 2 u : f(v � fag) a!f(v [ fag): 24



Note that the existence of a u-cube implies that of a thin u-cube. The converse, in general, is nottrue.By an MCS, we mean a maximal consistent subset of the set of all formulas of Step-TL (thatis, a consistent set which is not properly included in any consistent set). Of course, consistency isnow relative to the axiom system D.De�nition 4.3 A chronicle structure is a pair CH = (TS; T ) where TS = (S;!) is a deter-ministic sequential dts and T is a map (called the chronicle) which assigns an MCS to each s inS. 1. Let �0 be a formula. T is said to be �0-coherent in CH i� 8s; s0 2 S :(a) If a 2 V oc(�0); s a!s0 and [a]� 2 T (s) then � 2 T (s0).(b) If s0 2 R(s) and 2� 2 T (s) then � 2 T (s0).2. A live successor requirement for �0 in CH is a pair (s; haiTrue) where s 2 S; a 2V oc(�0); haiTrue 2 T (s) and there is no s0 2 S such that s a!s0.3. A live future requirement for �0 in CH is a pair (s;3�) where s 2 S;3� 2 T (s)\CL(�0)and for all s0 2 R(s); � 62 T (s0).4. Let �0 be a formula. CH is said to be �0-perfect i� T is �0-coherent in CH and the followingconditions hold:(a) There exists s0 2 S such that �0 2 T (s0).(b) There are no live successor requirements for �0 in CH.(c) There are no live future requirements for �0 in CH.As before, we omit the parameter �0 when clear from the context. The following observationabout �0-coherent chronicles will prove useful later.Proposition 4.4 Let T be �0-coherent in the chronicle structure CH = (TS; T ) where TS = (S;!). Let s 2 S and u � V oc such that huiTrue 2 T (s) and there exists a thin u-cube from s to s0 forsome s0 in S. Then f� j [u]� 2 T (s)g � T (s0).Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on size of u.base: juj = 0. Then u = ; and hence s = s0 and the result follows by Axiom A4.step: juj = k > 0. Let a 2 u and [u]� 2 T (s). By de�nition of thin cubes, f(u � fag) a!f(u)and there exists a thin (u � fag)-cube between s and f(u � fag). It su�ces to prove that[a]� 2 T (f(u�fag)) as the result would then follow by �0-coherence of T . Now huiTrue 2 T (s) andhence by thesis (T7), hu� fagiTrue 2 T (s) as well. Then thesis (T9) gives [u � fag][a]� 2 T (s).By induction hypothesis, we get [a]� 2 T (f(u� fag)), as required. 2Now we show that a model can be \pulled out" from an �0-perfect chronicle structure. Thistechnique is due to Burgess [Bur]. 25



Lemma 4.5 Suppose �0 is a consistent formula and CH = (TS; T ) is �0-perfect. Then �0 2DSAT .Proof: Let TS = (S;!). De�ne TS0 = (S;)) by) def= ! [f(s; u; s0) j u � V oc; huiTrue 2 T (s)and there is a thin u-cube from s to s0 in TSgClaim : TS0 is a dts.Whenever s u)s0, we need to show that there is a u-cube between s and s0. If s u!s0 then juj � 1and there exists a thin u-cube from s to s0 in TS. Since juj � 1 and ! � ), there is a u-cubefrom s to s0 in TS0 as well.Otherwise huiTrue 2 T (s); u � V oc and there is a thin u-cube f between s and s0 in TS.Then for every v1 � v2 � u, there is a thin v1-cube between s and f(v1) and a thin (v2 � v1)-cubebetween f(v1) and f(v2). Since huiTrue 2 T (s), by thesis (T8) [v1]hv2 � v1iTrue 2 T (s) and henceby Proposition 4.4, hv2 � v1iTrue 2 T (f(v1)). Thus, by de�nition of ), f(v1)v2�v1=) f(v2). Clearlyf is a u-cube between s and s0.Claim : TS0 is a deterministic dts.Suppose s u)s1 and s u)s2. If juj � 1, the result follows by determinacy of TS. Otherwise let fbe a thin u-cube between s and s1 and g a thin u-cube between s and s2. We show by inductionon v that f(v) = g(v). The base case is trivial. For the induction step, let s0 = f(v � fag) =g(v � fag); a 2 u. We have s0 a!f(v) and s0 a!g(v). By determinacy of TS, we have f(v) = g(v) asrequired.Thus TS0 is a frame. De�ne the model M = (TS0; V ) by V (s) def= T (s)\ P \CL. Then M is amodel based on a deterministic dts.Since CH is �0-perfect, there exists s0 2 S such that �0 2 T (s0). The following claim provesthat M; s0 j= �0 and hence that �0 2 DSAT .Claim : 8 2 CL : 8s 2 S :  2 T (s) i� M; s j= .The proof is by induction on the structure of .Base: When  2 P , the result follows by de�nition of V .Step: The cases where  is of the form �� or �1 _ �2 are routine.Case  � hui�: Suppose hui� 2 T (s). As ` � � True, by rule (DR2), huiTrue 2 T (s). Furtherby axiom (A6), [u]� 2 T (s). Since CH is �0-perfect, there exists s0 2 S such that there is a thinu-cube from s to s0. By Proposition 4.4, � 2 T (s0). By the induction hypothesis, M; s0 j= �.Further, by de�nition of ), s u)s0. Thus M; s j= hui�.Suppose M; s j= hui�. Let s0 2 S such that s u)s0 and M; s0 j= �. By the induction hypothesis,� 2 T (s0). If hui� 2 T (s), we are done. Otherwise, [u]�� 2 T (s). If juj � 1, we get �� 2 T (s0) by�0-coherence of T , since u � V oc. Otherwise huiTrue 2 T (s) and there is a thin u-cube between sand s0. Again by Proposition 4.4, we get �� 2 T (s0), contradicting consistency of T (s0).26



Case  � 3�: Suppose 3� 2 T (s). As CH is �0-perfect, there exists s0 2 RTS0(s) such that� 2 T (s0). By the induction hypothesis, M; s0 j= � and hence M; s j= 3�.Suppose M; s j= 3�. Let s0 2 RTS0(s) such that M; s0 j= �. By the induction hypothesis,� 2 T (s0). If 3� 2 T (s), we are done. Otherwise, 2�� 2 T (s). Since RTS(s) = RTS0(s), by�0-coherence of T , we get �� 2 T (s0), contradicting the consistency of T (s0). 2Thus, given a consistent formula �0, we need to construct an �0-perfect chronicle structure.The following results will prove to be useful in the construction.Proposition 4.6 Let A be an MCS such that 3� 2 A. Then there exists an MCS B such thatf� j 2� 2 Ag � B and � 2 B.Proof: Let � = f� j 2� 2 Ag [ f�g.Consider a �nite subset of �, say �0 = f�1; : : : ; �k; �g. Then f2�1; : : : ;2�k;3�g � A and A isan MCS, hence 2�1 ^ : : : ^2�k ^3� 2 A. By thesis (T3), we get 2(�1 ^ : : : ^ �k) ^3� 2 A. Bythesis (T4), the formula 3(�1^ : : :^�k^�) is in A and is consistent. By rule (TG), �1^ : : :^�k^�is consistent, that is, �0 is consistent. Since any arbitrary �nite subset of � is consistent, so is �.Let B be any MCS such that � � B. B is the required MCS. 2Proposition 4.7 Let A be an MCS such that hai� 2 A, for some a 2 �. Then there exists anMCS B such that f� j [a]� 2 Ag � B and � 2 B.Proof: Similar to that of the above Proposition. 2Lemma 4.8 Let �0 be a consistent formula. Then there exists an �0-perfect chronicle structure.Proof: Fix bS = f bs0; bs1; : : :g a countable set.We de�ne a sequence of chronicle structures CHk = (TSk; Tk); k � 0, where TSk = (Sk;!k),such that the following conditions hold:(A) TSk is a �nite, pointed, acyclic, graded deterministic dts with root bs0,(B) Tk is an �0-coherent chronicle in CHk,(C) !k=!k+1 dSk and Tk = Tk+1dSk.We will use depthk to denote the function depthTSk . Further for all k, we de�ne :=k � (Sk �V oc)� (Sk � V oc) as follows:(s; a) :=k(s0; b) i� 27



� a 6= b,� depthk(s) = depthk(s0),� there exists s00 2 Sk such that hfa; bgiTrue 2 Tk(s00), s00 b!k s and s00 a!k s0, and� (s; haiTrue) and (s0; hbiTrue) are live successor requirements in CHk.De�ne =k to be ( :=k)�. :=k is irreexive and symmetric. =k is the equivalence relation we willuse. The idea is that when we satisfy any successor requirement, in order to ensure determinacy,we satisfy all equivalent successor requirements.The construction proceeds by induction on k. For the base case, set TS0 = (S0;!0), whereS0 def= f bs0g and!0 def= f( bs0; ;; bs0)g. Since �0 is consistent there exists an MCS A such that �0 2 A.Set T0(s0) def= A. It can be easily checked that CH0 = (TS0; T0) is a chronicle structure satisfyingthe conditions (A), (B) and (C).Inductively let CHk = (TSk; Tk) be given satisfying the inductive conditions. If CHk has nolive requirements, set CHk+1 def= CHk. Otherwise pick a depthk-minimal live requirement (�s; ).That is, for every live requirement (s0; �) in CHk, depthk(�s) � depthk(s0).Case  � 3�: We have a future requirement (�s;3�). Since 3� 2 T (�s), there exists an MCS Bsuch that f� j 2� 2 T (�s)g [ f�g � B, thanks to Proposition 4.6. Since TSk is �nite, Sk � bS. Pickbs 2 bS � Sk. De�ne Sk+1 def= Sk [ fbsg. Further !k is �nite, hence �k def= V oc [ fa j 9s1; s2 2 Sk :s1 a!k s2g is �nite. Thus �k � �. Pick d 2 ���k. De�ne!k+1 def= !k [f(�s; fdg; bs); (bs; ;; bs)g:Extend Tk to Tk+1 by setting Tk+1(bs) = B. Now TSk+1 = (Sk+1;!k+1) and CHk+1 = (TSk+1; Tk+1).It is easy to check that CHk+1 is a chronicle structure satisfying conditions (A), (B) and (C).Case  � h�aiTrue: We have a successor requirement (�s; h�aiTrue) which is depthk-minimal.Since h�aiTrue 2 Tk(�s), by Proposition 4.7, there exists an MCS B such that f� j [�a]� 2 Ag � B.Again since TSk is �nite, we can pick bs 2 bS � Sk and let Sk+1 def= Sk [ fbsg. De�ne!k+1 def= !k [f(bs; ;; bs)g [ f(s; b; bs) j (s; b)=k(�s; �a)gExtend Tk to Tk+1 by letting Tk+1(bs) = B. Now TSk+1 = (Sk+1;!k+1) and CHk+1 = (TSk+1; Tk+1).We now show that CHk+1 is a chronicle structure satisfying conditions (A), (B) and (C).Clearly TSk+1 is a �nite, sequential dts. Further the restriction of !k+1 and Tk+1 to S yields!k and Tk, as required. Note that RTSk+1(bs) = fbsg. Since Sk+1 � Sk = fbsg, we thus see thatTSk+1 is acyclic. Since bs 2 RTSk+1( bs0), TSk+1 is pointed with root bs0. Determinacy of TSk+1follows from the observation that s b!k+1 bs only when (s; hbiTrue) is a live successor requirementin CHk.To show that TSk+1 is graded, let s b!k+1 s0. If s and s0 are both in Sk we are done since TSkis graded. By the earlier observation, we know that s 6= bs. Thus let s 2 Sk and s0 = bs. We haves b!k+1 bs and need to show that depthk+1(bs) = 1+depthk+1(s) = 1+depthk(s). Now, by de�nition28



of the depth function, depthk+1(bs) � 1 + depthk+1(s). So suppose depthk+1(bs) > 1 + depthk(s).Then there exists s0 2 Sk+1 and a 2 � such that s0 a!k+1 bs and depthk+1(bs) = 1+ depthk+1(s0). Byconstruction, we must have s0 2 Sk and (s0; a)=k(�s; �a)=k(s; b) and hence depthk(s0) = depthk(s)giving a contradiction.We have shown that CHk+1 indeed satis�es conditions (A) and (C). To show �0-coherence ofTk+1, consider b 2 V oc such that s b!k+1s0 and [b]� 2 Tk+1(s). We need to show that � 2 Tk+1(s0).It su�ces to consider the case when s 2 Sk and s0 = bs. We have (s; b)=k(�s; �a). Let s1; s2; : : : ; sj�1 2Sk and a1; a2; : : : aj�1 2 V oc such that(�s; �a) = (s0; a0) :=k(s1; a1) :=k : : : :=k(sj�1; aj�1) :=k(sj; aj) = (s; b):We show by induction on i that f� j [ai]� 2 Tk(si)g � Tk+1(bs) = B. The base case, when i = 0,comes about by choice of B. Let i > 0 and suppose that [ai]� 2 Tk(si). Let s00 2 Sk such thathfai�1; aigiTrue 2 Tk(s00) and s00 ai!k si�1; s00ai�1! k si. The existence of such an s00 is guaranteed bythe third condition in the de�nition of :=k. By �0-coherence of Tk, hai�1i[ai]� 2 Tk(s00). By thesis(T8), [fai�1; aig]� 2 Tk(s00). Since hfai�1; aigiTrue 2 Tk(s00), by thesis (T9), [ai][ai�1]� 2 Tk(s00).By �0-coherence of Tk, [ai�1]� 2 Tk(si�1). By the induction hypothesis on i, � 2 B, as required.Further, if 2� 2 Tk(s), by thesis (T6), [b]2� 2 Tk(s). We have just shown that in that case,2� 2 B and by thesis (T5), � 2 B as well. Thus Tk+1 is �0-coherent and the inductive constructionof CHk+1 is complete.De�ne CH def= (TS; T ) where TS def= (S;!) byS def= [k�0Sk; ! def= [k�0 !k; and T (s) = Tk(s); for s 2 Sk:T is well-de�ned since Tk = Tk+1dSk, for all k. Notice that a \fresh" action d outside V oc is usedto satisfy all future requirements and that once a successor requirement (s; haiTrue) is satis�ed,no further a transitions can be added. Hence TS is a deterministic dts. It is easy to verify that Tis �0-coherent.Towards showing that CH is �0-perfect, observe the following:Claim 1: Let u � V oc. If s; s1; s2 2 S such that there are thin u-cubes f and g respectivelyfrom s to s1 and s to s2, then for every v � u, f(v) = g(v).The proof is by induction on u, using determinacy of TS.Claim 2: For every s 2 S and a 2 V oc, if haiTrue 2 T (s) then there is an s0 2 S such thats a!s0.Let k = minfj j s 2 Sjg. Note that for every s0 2 S � Sk, depthTS(s0) � depthTS(s). SinceTSk is �nite, let m = jfs0 2 Sk j s0 6= s; depthk(s0) < depth(s)gj. Either (s; haiTrue) is not a livesuccessor requirement in CHk+m (in which case we are done) or it is a depthk+m-minimal successorrequirement in TSk+m. Let there be n such minimal requirements in CHk+m. Surely none of themcan be live in CHk+m+n and we are done.Claim 3: Let s 2 S; u � V oc and huiTrue 2 T (s). Then there exists s0 2 S such that there isa thin u-cube from s to s0. 29



The proof is by induction on juj. The base case, when u = ; is trivial. For the induction step,let u = fa1; : : : ; ang. By the induction hypothesis we can assume, for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, ansi 2 Sk with a thin (u�faig)-cube fi from s to si. Since huiTrue 2 T (s), by thesis (T8), for everyi, [u�faig]haiiTrue 2 T (s). By �0-coherence of T and the fact that hu� faigiTrue 2 T (s) (usingT7), Proposition 4.4 assures us that haiiTrue 2 T (si). By the previous claim, for every i, thereexists s0i such that si ai!s0i.Let k be one less than the least j such that one of the s0i 2 Sj. Clearly, for all i, (si; haiiTrue)is a live successor requirement in CHk. Now consider two thin cubes, fi a thin (u� faig)-cube tosi and fj a thin (u� fajg)-cube to sj, i 6= j. Let v = u� fai; ajg. By Claim 1, fi(v) = fj(v) = s00(say). Now fi de�nes a thin v-cube from s to s00. Further since huiTrue 2 T (s), by thesis (T8),[v]hfai; ajgiTrue 2 T (s) and by �0-coherence of T and Proposition 4.4, hfai; ajgiTrue 2 T (s00).Further, s00 aj!si and s00 ai!sj. Hence (si; ai) :=k(sj; aj). Since we know that s0i 2 Sk+1 � Sk, thechosen live successor requirement at stage k must be equivalent to (si; ai) and hence (sj; aj). Byconstruction, for every i, si ai!k+1 bs = s0i. We now de�ne the thin u-cube f from s to bs by:f(v) def= ( fi(v); v � u� faig; ai 2 ubs; v = u:It can be easily shown that CH is �0-perfect. 2Theorem 4.9 (Completeness) If j=Det � then `D �.5 UndecidabilityIn this section and the subsequent sections, our emphasis will be on negative results. Speci�cally,we shall show that the satis�ability problem for our logic becomes undecidable when some naturalrestrictions are placed on the class of permissible models.We �rst consider deterministic distributed transition systems over a countably in�nite alphabet�. We begin by showing that deterministic satis�ability is undecidable, or in other words, that theset DSAT is not recursive.Various versions of the colouring problem [Parikh] will be used to establish our negative results.Colouring problems correspond to tiling problems (see [Har85]) and in this section the colouringproblem that we consider (called simply CP) corresponds to the so-called origin constrained tilingproblem in [Har85].An instance of CP is a triple � = (C;R;U) where C = fc0; c1; : : : ; ckg is a �nite non-empty setof colours and R;U : C ! (}(C)� ;) are the \right" and \up" functions.A solution to � is a colouring function Col : N�N! C which satis�es:1. Col(0; 0) = c0:2. 8(i; j) 2 N�N; Col(i+ 1; j) 2 R(Col(i; j)) and Col(i; j + 1) 2 U(Col(i; j)):30



It follows easily from [Har85] as shown in [Parikh] that CP is �01-complete and hence undecid-able.We now reduce each instance of CP to a membership problem for DSAT . In other words,we shall uniformly encode each instance � of CP into a formula �� such that � has a solutioni� �� 2 DSAT . In order to capture the e�ects of functions R and U , we reserve two actionsx and y respectively in �. We reserve k + 1 atomic propositions in P to denote the colours inC = fc0; c1; : : : ; ckg. For notational convenience, these atomic propositions will also be written asc0; c1; : : : ; ck.De�nition 5.1 Let � = (C;R;U) be an instance of CP, where C is a nonempty �nite set fc0; : : : ; ckg.Then �� def= 5̂i=1�i, where� �1 def= c0.� �2 def= 2hfx; ygiTrue.� �3 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � ĵ 6=i�cj).� �4 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � [x] _c2R(ci) c).� �5 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � [y] _c2U(ci) c).The intended meaning of the conjuncts of �� should be clear. The important formula is �2which, in the presence of determinacy, encodes the \grid" N�N (as we saw in Figure 8).Lemma 5.2 Let � = (C;R;U) be an instance of CP. If � has a solution, then �� 2 DSAT .Proof: Let Col : N�N! C be a solution to CP. De�ne now TS = (S;!) as follows:S def= N�N:! def= f((i; j); fxg; (i + 1; j)) j (i; j) 2 N�Ng[f((i; j); fyg; (i; j + 1)) j (i; j) 2 N�Ng[f((i; j); fx; yg; (i + 1; j + 1)) j (i; j) 2 N�Ng[f((i; j); ;; (i; j)) j (i; j) 2 N�NgThen it is clear that TS is a deterministic dts over �. Next de�ne V : S ! }(P ) as:V (i; j) def= fCol(i; j)g. Let M = (TS; V ). Then it is straightforward to show that M; (0; 0) j= ��.2The converse of this lemma is more di�cult to prove. We �rst prove an intermediate result.31



Lemma 5.3 Let M = (TS; V ) be a model where TS = (S;!) is a deterministic dts over �. Lets 2 S such that M; s j= hfx; ygiTrue and let s0 2 S. Then the following statements are equivalent:1. sfx;yg�!s0.2. 9sx 2 S : s x!sx y!s0.3. 9sy 2 S : s y!sy x!s0.Proof: From the de�nition of a dts, it follows that (1) implies (2) and (3). So now suppose that(2) holds. Since M; s j= hfx; ygiTrue, there exists s00 2 S such that sfx;yg�!s00. Hence, for somes1 2 S, we have s x!s1 y!s00. But TS is deterministic, hence s1 = sx. But then sx y!s0 and sx y!s00and again by determinacy of TS, we get s0 = s00. Therefore (1) holds. Similarly we can show that(3) implies (1). 2Lemma 5.4 Let � = (C;R;U) be an instance of CP such that �� 2 DSAT . Then � has asolution.Proof: Let M; s0 j= ��, where M = (TS; V ); TS = (S;!) is a deterministic dts over � ands0 2 S.Towards constructing a colouring function for �, we adapt the following strategy: we �rstcompute the colours on the diagonal in N�N and then inductively �ll out larger and largersquares. For each point on the grid, we associate a state in R(s0); this is su�cient since theformula �3^�4^�5 is satis�ed at that state and hence the colouring function can be easily \pulledout".The diagonal function Diag : N!R(s0) is de�ned inductively:� Diag(0) def= s0.� Diag(m+ 1) def= s, provided Diag(m)fx;yg�!s.Since M; s0 j= �2, for every s 2 R(s0), s has an fx; yg-successor and hence Diag is total. Determi-nacy of TS ensures that Diag is well-de�ned. We have Diag(i)fx;yg�!Diag(i + 1), for all i, directlyfrom the de�nition.In what follows, let i; j;m and n range over N. We now construct a sequence of function pairsf(	m; Colm)gm�0 with 	m : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg ! S and Colm : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg !C such that the following conditions are satis�ed at every stage m;m � 0:(C1) Colm(0; 0) = c0(C2) 	m(i; j) x!	m(i+ 1; j) [0 � i < m; 0 � j � m](C3) 	m(i; j) y!	m(i; j + 1) [0 � i � m; 0 � j < m](C4) 	m(i; i) = Diag(i) [0 � i � m](C5) Colm(i+ 1; j) 2 R(Colm(i; j)) [0 � i < m; 0 � j � m](C6) Colm(i; j + 1) 2 U(Colm(i; j)) [0 � i � m; 0 � j < m]32



Set 	0(0; 0) def= s0 and Col0(0; 0) def= c0. Clearly conditions C1 and C4 are satis�ed and the restof the conditions are satis�ed vacuously.Assume that inductively we are given 	m; Colm. 	m+1; Colm+1 are now de�ned, in �ve steps:Step 1: Set 	m+1(i; j) def= 	m(i; j) [0 � i � m; 0 � j � m] andColm+1(i; j) def= Colm(i; j) [0 � i � m; 0 � j � m]:This ensures that 	m+1 restricted to f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg is 	m and a similar statement holdsfor Colm. Further, this guarantees that Colm+1 satis�es condition C1.Step 2: Set 	m+1(m + 1;m + 1) def= Diag(m + 1). This ensures C4 for 	m+1 and that	m+1(m;m) fx;yg�! 	m+1(m+ 1;m+ 1).Step 3: We now de�ne 	m+1(m + 1; j), for 0 � j � m, by induction on m � j. For thebase case, we have j = m. We have 	m+1(m;m) fx;yg�! 	m+1(m + 1;m + 1) by Step 2. Hencethere exists sy 2 R(s0) such that 	m+1(m;m) y!sy x!	m+1(m + 1;m + 1). By determinacy ofTS, sy is unique. De�ne 	m+1(m + 1;m) def= sy. Since 	m satis�es C2, by Step 1, we have	m+1(m;m�1) x!	m+1(m;m). Now, by Lemma 5.3, we get 	m+1(m;m�1) fx;yg�! 	m+1(m+1;m).For the inductive step, we have j < m. By induction hypothesis, we can assume 	m+1(m; j) fx;yg�! 	m+1(m+1; j + 1). By similar reasoning as above, we determine 	m+1(m+ 1; j). Thus, the (m+ 1)th row iscompletely de�ned, and 	m+1 satis�es condition C2.Step 4: The de�nition of 	m+1(i;m + 1), for [0 � i � m] proceeds in the same manner as inStep 3, except that we now appeal to the fact that 	m satis�es C3 and inductively ensure that	m+1(i;m) fx;yg�! 	m+1(i+1;m+1). Thus, the (m+1)th column is completely de�ned, and 	m+1satis�es condition C3.Step 5: We now de�ne Colm+1(i; j), for i > m or j > m to be simply the colour c, wherec 2 V (	m+1(i; j)). Since 	m+1(i; j) 2 R(s0), �3, �4 and �5 ensure that Colm+1(i; j) is well-de�nedfor these values and that Colm+1 satis�es conditions C5 and C6.This completes the inductive construction of 	m+1 and Colm+1. Finally de�ne Col : N�N!C by Col(i; j) def= Colm(i; j), where m = maxfi; jg. It is easy to verify that Col is a solution to �.2Theorem 5.5 Deterministic satis�ability is undecidable.Proof: By the earlier Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4, any instance � of CP has a solution i� theformula �� 2 DSAT . Since CP is undecidable, so is membership in DSAT . 2Actually, the proof of Lemma 5.4 is more elaborate than necessary. We have chosen this methodto emphasize that it is not determinacy as such, but a weaker property implied by determinacywhich yields undecidability. This property is speci�ed in Lemma 5.3 and it can arise in a natural33



way even in the absence of determinacy. In particular, the partial commutativity of actions, as itoccurs in the theory of trace languages, gives rise to the same phenomenon. The reader can verifythat the undecidability proof goes through for a (possibly nondeterministic) dts TS = (S;�;!)which satis�es, for some a; b 2 �,for every s0; s1; s2 2 S, if s0 a!s1 b!s2 then s0fa;bg�!s2.Such transition systems occur in the theory of trace languages [Maz] and we shall show inSection 8 how the satis�ability problem for an appropriate logical language is undecidable.6 DTS's over Finite AlphabetsSo far we have considered dts's over �, where � is a countably in�nite alphabet set. We now turnto a natural variant, namely the class of dts's over �nite alphabets.Due to the mixture of temporal and step operators in our logical language Step-TL, there isa signi�cant di�erence between the �nite and in�nite alphabet cases. This is so because formulasof the form 3� can be more easily satis�ed when the alphabet is in�nite. (The same observationholds for any action-indexed temporal logic.)We �rst introduce some useful terminology for the �nite case. For convenience, we consideronly �nite nonempty subsets of � as our �nite alphabets.Let A be a �nite nonempty subset of �. A dts over A is a dts (TS = (S;!) such that! � S � }(A) � S. An A-frame is a dts over A. An A-model is a model M = (TS; V ), whereTS is an A-frame. f� j V oc(�) � Ag is the set of A-formulas. The A-formula � is A-satis�able i�there exists an A-model M = ((S;!); V ) and s 2 S such that M; s j= �. The notion of A-validity(restricted to A-formulas) is de�ned in the obvious way. We write j=A � to denote that the formula� is A-valid.Now the formula � def= p ^ 3�p ^ â2A[a]False is obviously not A-satis�able, but is certainly(�-)satis�able. This is the essence of the di�erence between the �nite and in�nite alphabet cases.The relationship between the two notions of satis�ability can be brought out as a corollary of thecompleteness theorem (Theorem 2.7) in Section 2:Corollary 6.1 � is satis�able i� � is A-satis�able for some A 2 }fin(�) with V oc(�) � A andjAj � jV oc(�)j + 1.Proof: Suppose � is satis�able. Then by the soundness theorem for ND, � is ND-consistent.By the proof of Theorem 2.7, � is A-satis�able for some A 2 }fin(�) with V oc(�) � A andjAj � jV oc(�)j + 1.The second half of the result is immediate because every dts over A is also a dts over �. 2For the rest of this section, we �x A, a �nite nonempty subset of �. Our �rst aim is to considerthe set of A-valid formulas. Let ND0A denote the axiom system ND (presented in Section 2)34



instantiated over A-formulas. It is easy to see that ND0A is sound over the class of A-models, but itcannot be complete. This is because the formula � de�ned above is ND0A-consistent (by soundnessof ND, since � is satis�able), but not A-satis�able. For completeness, we need in addition thefollowing induction scheme:(AIndn) 2(� � â2A[a]�) � (� � 2�)Let NDA stand for the system ND0A augmented with (AIndn). The following theorem can beeasily proved:Theorem 6.2 (Soundness) If � is a thesis derivable from NDA then � is valid over the class ofA-models.The completeness proof proceeds along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.7. We assume thenotation and terminology of that proof for the discussion below. Let �0 be an NDA-consistentformula. We �rst de�ne TS0 = (AT;!) by:w u!w0 i� bw ^ huicw0 is consistent; u � AIt can be easily checked, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, that TS0 is a dts. Clearly, TS0 is an A-dts.The rest of the proof proceeds exactly as before, the only di�erence being that M0; w j= 3�when 3� 2 w. To establish this, we need an intermediate result:Lemma 6.3 Let w 2 AT and R = RTS0(w). Then ` eR � â2A[a] eR.Proof: Assume w and R as above. If R = AT , then from `gAT (Proposition 2.3(iv)) and TG, weget â2A[a] eR, and hence, by PC, the formula above.Otherwise let R = fx1; : : : ; xkg and let AT � R = fy1; : : : ; ylg. Suppose the formula is not athesis. Then eR ^ _a2A hai�eR is consistent. By Proposition 2.3(iv), ` gAT and hence we can showthat ` �eR � cy1 _ : : :_ byl. Thus, (cx1 _ : : :_cxk)^ _a2A hai(cy1 _ : : :_ byl) is consistent. Hence, for somei 2 f1; : : : ; kg, some j 2 f1; : : : ; lg, and some a 2 A; bxi ^ hai byj is consistent. By de�nition of !, weget xi a!yj. But then xi 2 RTS0(w) and hence yj 2 RTS0(w) as well, contradicting our assumptionthat yj 2 AT �R. 2Lemma 6.4 Let w 2 AT and let 3� 2 w. Then, for some w0 2 R(w); � 2 w0.Proof: Suppose 3� 2 w. Let R = RTS0(w). By the Lemma above, ` eR � â2A[a] eR. By the rule(TG), we get ` 2( eR � â2A[a] eR). By the axiom (AIndn), we get ` eR � 2 eR. Since w 2 R, we have35



` bw � eR and hence, ` bw � 2 eR. Since 3� 2 w, ` bw � 2 eR ^ 3�. Hence ` bw � 3( eR ^ �). Usingthe rule (TG), we �nd that ( eR ^ �) is consistent. Hence there exists w0 2 R such that cw0 ^ � isconsistent. That is, � 2 w0 and the lemma is proved. 2The remaining details are as in Section 2. We then get:Theorem 6.5 (Completeness and decidability)1. For any A-formula �, if j=A �, then `NDA �.2. A-satis�ability is decidable in nondeterministic exponential time.It is straightforward to establish the results of Section 3 on prime event structures and netsystems with minor notational modi�cations for A-formulas.We now turn to deterministic dts's over a �nite alphabet A � �. We can then de�ne DSATAand DV ALA in the obvious way. The case when jAj = 1 is standard: decidability can be provedand an axiomatization found (see, for example, [Gol]). For jAj > 1, from the results of the previoussection, it is clear that DSATA is not a recursive set. The main surprise is that DV ALA is notrecursively enumerable either! Hence the completeness argument given in Section 4 cannot gothrough. (There, we managed to build a deterministic model for a consistent formula by picking anew element from � to satisfy each future requirement. We cannot do this when the alphabet is�nite.) We will prove that DV ALA, the set of all A-formulas valid over the class of deterministicA-models, is �11-complete and hence not axiomatizable.We use the so-called Recurring Colouring Problem (RCP) to obtain our negative result. As onemay expect, RCP is recursively equivalent to the Recurring Tiling Problem considered in [Har85]and the equivalence between the two problems is shown in [Parikh].An instance of RCP is a tuple � = (C;R;U; cr) where C = fc0; c1; : : : ; ckg is a �nite non-emptyset of colours, cr 2 C and R;U : C ! (}(C)� ;) are the \right" and \up" functions.A solution to � is a colouring function Col : N�N! C which satis�es:1. Col(0; 0) = c0:2. 8(i; j) 2 N�N; Col(i+ 1; j) 2 R(Col(i; j)) and Col(i; j + 1) 2 U(Col(i; j)):3. 8m 2 N : 9n > m : Col(0; n) = cr:Thus RCP is CP with an additional constraint, which can alternatively be stated as: along theY -axis, an in�nite number of grid points are to be coloured with the recurring colour cr.We shall encode each instance � of RCP into an A-formula �� and prove that � has a solutioni� �� 2 DSATA. For coding the functions R and U , we reserve two letters x and y as before (thisis why we need jAj > 1). For convenience, we again assume C � P . In addition, we reserve �veatomic propositions (disjoint from C) denoted fY;D;AD;BD;RRg. Y will be used to mark thepoints lying on the Y -axis. D will be used to mark the diagonal line of the grid. BD and AD36



respectively will be used to mark the points below and above the diagonal. Finally, RR will beused to pick out the lines parallel to the X-axis, whose intersections with the Y -axis have beenassigned the recurring colour cr. (Actually, for proving the negative result for DSATA, we do notneed the last four special propositions; we introduce them only so that a uniform proof can be givenfor trace transition systems to be introduced in Section 8.)De�nition 6.6 Let � = (C;R;U; cr) be an instance of RCP, where C = fc0; c1; : : : ; ckg andcr 2 C. Then, �� def= 10̂i=1 �i, where1. �1 def= c0:2. �2 def= 2(hfx; ygiTrue ^ ^a62fx;yg[a]False):3. �3 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � ĵ 6=i�cj):4. �4 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � [x] _c2R(ci) c):5. �5 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � [y] _c2U(ci) c):6. �6 def= 2((D ^ �BD ^ �AD) _ (BD ^ �D ^�AD) _ (AD ^�D ^ �BD))7. �7 def= D ^2(D � ([fx; yg]D ^ [x]BD ^ [y]AD ^3(D ^RR)))8. �8 def= 2(BD � [x]BD) ^2(AD � [y]AD)9. �9 def= 2((hxiRR � RR) ^ (RR � [x]RR))10. �10 def= Y ^2(Y � ([y]Y ^ [x]2�Y ^ (RR � cr)))�1 through �5 are just like �1 through �5 in the de�nition of �� in Section 5, except that �2 isa strengthened version, where we exploit the fact that A is �nite, and force models satisfying �� tobe based on fx; yg-frames. This turns out to be crucial in enforcing the recurrence constraint alongthe Y -axis. �6 to �8 describe the diagonal points, and the ones below and above them. Further, �7ensures that an in�nite number of diagonal points are marked by RR as belonging to the recurrencerow. �9 propagates the recurrence row information along the x-direction to the right and the left.�10 describes the Y -axis and ensures that points lying on its intersection with the recurrence rowsare coloured by cr.Before we present the proof of the reduction, let us introduce some notation to extend thetransition relation to sequences of actions; this will be useful through this and the next section ofthe paper. For a dts (S;�;!), we de�ne the transition relation ) � S ��� � S inductively by:37



� s �)s for every s 2 S. (Here � denotes the null string.)� If s �)s0 and s0 a!s00; a 2 � then s �a=)s00.Secondly, for � 2 �� and n 2 N, the string �n is given inductively by:� �0 = �.� �n+1 = �n�.Finally, for � 2 �� and a 2 �, let ]a(�) denote the number of occurrences of the symbol a inthe sequence �.Lemma 6.7 Let � = (C;R;U; cr) be an instance of RCP. If � has a solution, then �� 2 DSATA.Proof: Let Col : N�N ! C be a solution to �. De�ne now TS = (S;!) as in Lemma 5.2.Then it is clear that TS is a deterministic A-dts. Next de�ne V : S ! }(P ) to be a function whichsatis�es, for all i; j 2 N:1. V (i; j) � fCol(i; j)g [ fD;BD;AD; Y;RRg.2. D 2 V (i; j) i� i = j; BD 2 V (i; j) i� i < j; AD 2 V (i; j) i� i > j.3. RR 2 V (i; j) i� Col(0; j) = cr.4. Y 2 V (i; j) i� i = 0.Clearly, V is a well-de�ned map. Let M = (TS; V ). Then it is straightforward to show thatM; (0; 0) j= ��. 2To prove the converse, we need some intermediate results. Firstly recall that Lemma 5.3 showedthat in a deterministic model, when hfa; bgiTrue holds at a state s, we have sfa;bg�!s0 i� s ab=)s0 i� s ba=)s0.This result, of course, holds for deterministic A-frames as well.Lemma 6.8 Let � be an instance of RCP and M = ((S;!); V ) be a deterministic A-model suchthat for some s0 2 S, we have M; s0 j= ��. Let s; s0 2 R(s0) such that M; s j= D and s �)s0, where� 2 fx; yg�. Let m = ]x(�) and n = ]y(�). Then the following assertions hold:1. if m � n then s(xy)nxm�n=) s02. if m � n then s(xy)myn�m=) s03. m = n i� (M; s0 j= D). 38



Proof: We �rst prove (1) and (2) by induction on the length of �.The base case, when � = � is trivial as m = n = 0, s �)s, as required.For the induction step, let � = �0x (the proof when � = �0y is similar). Let s00 be such thats �0)s00 x!s0. Let m0 = ]x(�0). Clearly, n = ]y(�0) and m = m0 + 1. There are two cases:Case 1: m > n : Hence m0 � n. By the induction hypothesis (1), s(xy)nxm0�n=) s00 and since wehave s00 x!s0, we get s(xy)nxm�n=) s0 as required.Case 2: m � n : Hence m0 < n. By the induction hypothesis (2), s(xy)m0yk=) s00, where k = n�m0.Let t0; t1; : : : tk�1 2 S such that s(xy)m0=) t0 y!t1 : : : tk�1 y!s00:Now we have tk�1 y!s00 x!s0, hence by Lemma 5.3 for deterministic A-frames, there exists t0k�1 suchthat tk�1 x!t0k�1 y!s0. By repeating this argument, we can �nd t01 such that s(xy)m0=) t0 y!t1 x!t01yk�1=)s0(refer to Figure 9). Again by Lemma 5.3 for deterministic A-frames, t0fx;yg�! t01. Thus s(xy)m=) t01. Since,k � 1 = n�m, we get s(xy)myn�m=) s0, as required.Thus (1) and (2) are proved. Now we prove (3).Suppose m = n. By (1) and (2), we get s(xy)m=) s0. We show by induction on m that M; s0 j= D.The base case when m = 0 is trivial, since m = 0 and hence s = s0 and M; s j= D by assumption ofthe Lemma. If m > 0 then there exists s00 2 S such that s(xy)m�1=) s00 xy=)s0. By induction hypothesis,we get M; s00 j= D. But M; s0 j= �7 and s00 2 R(s0), henceM; s00 j= [fx; yg]D and henceM; s0 j= D,as required.Supposem 6= n. Then eitherm < n orm > n. Supposem < n. By (ii), we get s(xy)myk=) s0, wherek = (n�m) > 0. Thus we have t0; t1; : : : tk�1 2 S such that s(xy)m=) t0 y!t1 : : : tk�1 y!s0. But the proofabove tells us that M; t0 j= D. Now, using �7, we get M; t0 j= [y]AD and hence M; t1 j= AD. �8ensures that M; t1 j= [y]AD. Repeating the argument, we see that M; s0 j= AD. But then, becauseof �6, we get M; s0 j= �D. On the other hand, when m > n, we use (i) above in a similar fashionto show thatM; s0 j= BD and thus again appealing to �6, we getM; s0 j= �D. Hence the result. 2Lemma 6.9 Let � = (C;R;U; cr) be an instance of RCP such that �� 2 DSAT . Then � has asolution.Proof: Let M; s0 j= ��, where M = (TS; V ); TS = (S;!) is a deterministic A-dts over � ands0 2 S.As before, for constructing a colouring function for �, we adapt the following strategy: we�rst decide the colours on the diagonal in N�N and then inductively �ll out larger and largersquares. For each point on the grid, we associate a state inR(s0); this is su�cient since the formula�3 ^ �4 ^ �5 is satis�ed at that state and hence the colouring function can be easily \pulled out".39



The only complication which arises now is that when we construct the diagonal, we have to ensurethat in�nitely many points along the diagonal satisfy the proposition RR.The function Diag : N! R(s0) is de�ned inductively. Let Diag(0) def= s0. Inductively we canassume for k > 0, Diag(k � 1) = s 2 R(s0).By �2 and �7, M; s j= D^hfx; ygi(D^3(D^RR)). Hence, for some � such that j�j > 0, s �=)s0and M; s0 j= (D ^RR). But then by �2, we �nd that � 2 fx; yg�.Now, by Lemma 6.8, we get s(xy)m=) s0, where m = ]x(�) = ]y(�). Let t1; : : : tm�1 2 S such thats xy=)t1 : : : tm�1 xy=)s0. Set tm = s0. Clearly, for all j 2 f1; : : : mg, M; tj j= D. De�ne Diag(k � 1 +j) def= tj, for j 2 f1; : : : mg.By induction, Diag is totally de�ned. Clearly, we have Diag(i)fx;yg�!Diag(i + 1), for all i.We again construct an in�nite sequence of function pairs f(	m; Colm)gm�0 with 	m : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg !S and Colm : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg ! C such that the following conditions are satis�ed at everystage m;m � 0:(C1) Colm(0; 0) = c0(C2) 	m(i; j) x!	m(i+ 1; j) [0 � i < m; 0 � j � m](C3) 	m(i; j) y!	m(i; j + 1) [0 � i � m; 0 � j < m](C4) 	m(i; i) = Diag(i) [0 � i � m](C5) Colm(i+ 1; j) 2 R(Colm(i; j)) [0 � i < m; 0 � j � m](C6) Colm(i; j + 1) 2 U(Colm(i; j)) [0 � i � m; 0 � j < m]The construction proceeds exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.4 and is hence omitted.Finally de�ne Col : N�N ! C by Col(i; j) def= Colm(i; j), where m = maxfi; jg. We nowshow that Col(0; j) = cr, for in�nitely many j; the other conditions on Col are easily seen to besatis�ed thanks to the conditions above.We know that by construction, M;	m(m;m) j= RR for in�nitely many m. Fix any such m.If m = 0 then M;	m(0;m) j= RR. Otherwise note that 	m(m � 1;m) x! 	m(m;m) and henceM;	m(m � 1;m) j= hxiRR. By �9, M;	m(m � 1;m) j= RR. Repeating this argument, we �ndM;	m(0;m) j= RR. But then by �10, we get M;	m(m;m) j= cr as well. Since this is true forin�nitely many m, the recurrence condition on Col is satis�ed. 2Theorem 6.10 Suppose jAj > 1. Then DSATA is �11-complete. Hence DV ALA is a �11-completeset and not axiomatizable.Proof: By the earlier Lemma 6.7 and Lemma 6.9, any instance � of RCP has a solution i� theformula �� 2 DSATA. Since RCP is �11-complete [Parikh], so is membership in DSATA. 2This negative result is extended to trace languages in Section 8.40



7 Finite DTS'sAn important and interesting subclass of dts's is that of �nite dts's. Recall that the dts TS = (S;�;!)is said to be �nite if and only if both S and ! are �nite sets. Clearly if TS = (S;�;!) is a dtsover A, where A 2 }fin(�) then ! is �nite whenever S is �nite. In general, we could have S �niteand! in�nite. One result we will show here is that our logic cannot distinguish between these twosituations even in the presence of determinacy. As a result, it su�ces to deal with just the strongnotion of �niteness, where both S and ! are �nite.We say that a formula � has a �nite model (that is, a model based on a �nite frame) i� thereexists a �nite model M = ((S;!); V ) and s 2 S such that M; s j= �. Let FSAT denote theset of all formulas which have �nite models and let FV AL denote the set of formulas that arevalid over the class of �nite models. Then FDSAT and FDV AL will denote the relevant sets offormulas with reference to �nite deterministic models. The sets FSATA; FV ALA; FDSATA andFDV ALA, where A 2 }fin(�), are de�ned in the obvious way.Firstly, we review all our earlier results in the context of �nite models. The system ND is easilyseen to be a sound and complete axiomatization of FV AL; �niteness of models does not disturbsoundness, and the completeness proof in Section 2 (Theorem 2.7) does produce a �nite model forany ND-consistent formula. Similar remarks apply for NDA and FV ALA.Turning now to the results of Section 3, it is clear that the proof of Theorem 3.4 cannot workif we insist on �nite models based on event structures: since event structures are poset-based, aformula such as 2haiTrue will necessarily require a model based on an in�nite event structure.However, the problem is open in the case of elementary net systems. We do not know whether forevery formula in FSAT , there exists a model M = (TS; V ) such that TS = TSN for some �nitelabelled elementary net system N .Before turning to FDSAT , we show that our logic cannot distinguish between �nite dts's and�nite state dts's, deterministic or otherwise:Proposition 7.1 Let M = ((S;!); V ) be a model, S a �nite set, s0 2 S and M; s0 j= �. Then1. � 2 FSAT .2. Suppose M is a deterministic model. Then � 2 FDSAT .Proof: We prove only part (2); the other proof follows. Assume M; s0; � to be given. First �xan injective function f : S � S ! (� � V oc(�)). The existence of f is assured since � is in�nitewhereas both S � S and V oc(�) are �nite. De�ne TS0 def= (S;!0) where!0 def= f(s; u; s0) j s u!s0 and u � V oc(�)g[f(s; ff(s; s0)g; s0) j s a!s0 and a 62 V oc(�)gIt is easy to verify that TS0 is a dts. Determinacy of TS0 follows from that of TS and the injective-ness of f . Further TS0 is �nite since S was assumed to be �nite and !0 is �nite by construction.From the de�nition of !0, we can make the following crucial remark about TS0:8s; s0 2 S : s0 2 RTS(s) i� s0 2 RTS0(s):41



Consider M 0 def= (TS0; V ).Claim : 8s 2 S : 8� 2 CL(�) :M; s j= � i� M 0; s j= �.The proof of the claim proceeds by an easy induction on the structure of � and is omitted here.Since M; s0 j= �, by the claim above, we have M 0; s0 j= � as well. Hence � 2 FDSAT . 2The decision procedure given in Section 2 also shows that the membership problem for FSATis decidable in nondeterministic exponential time. In the case of DSAT we showed undecidabilityin Section 5. However, we do not know whether the membership problem for FDSAT is decidableor not. We do know, thanks to Proposition 7.1, that FDSAT = [A2}fin(�)FDSATA. Moreover,we can also easily deduce that FDSAT is a recursively enumerable set. Hence FDV AL is at worstco-r.e. But it might well be the case that FDSAT is not recursive, in which case FDV AL wouldnot be r.e. and hence not axiomatizable.On the other hand, when A 2 }fin(�); jAj > 1, we can show an undecidability result forFDSATA. We show this with yet another variant of the colouring problem called the FiniteColouring Problem (FCP for short).An instance of FCP is a triple � = (C;R;U; cf ) where C = fc0; c1; : : : ; ckg is a �nite non-emptyset of colours such that cf 2 C and R;U : C ! }(C) are the \right" and \up" functions as before.A solution to � is a pair (Col; (K;L)), where K;L 2 N and Col : f0; : : : ;Kg � f0; : : : ; Lg ! C isa colouring function which satis�es:1. Col(0; 0) = c0:2. Col(i+ 1; j) 2 R(Col(i; j)); 0 � i < K; 0 � j � L:3. Col(i; j + 1) 2 U(Col(i; j)); 0 � i � K; 0 � j < L:4. Col(K;L) = cf :Proposition 7.2 FCP is undecidable.Proof: (Sketch) We can reduce to FCP the halting problem of Turing machines started on ablank tape with the head on the leftmost cell. Each such TM can be coded as an instance �TM ofFCP. The coding scheme closely follows the one given in [LP]. We can then show that TM halts ifand only if �TM has a solution. 2We now reduce each instance of FCP to a membership problem for FDSATA. In other words, weshall encode each instance � of FCP into a formula � such that � has a solution i� � 2 FDSATA.It is assumed that jAj > 1. We will ensure that  is an A-formula. Without loss of generality, letx; y 2 A and as before, we reserve x and y respectively for R and U . As usual, we let C � P . Inaddition, we use two special propositions UM and RM respectively for \up-margin" and \right-margin". 42



De�nition 7.3 Let � = (C;R;U; cf ) be an instance of FCP, where C = fc0; c1; : : : ; ckg andcf 2 C. Then, � def= 6̂i=1 i, where1. 1 def= c0 ^3(cf ^ UM ^RM).2. 2 def= 2(hfx; ygiTrue � (�UM ^ �RM)) ^2( ^d2(A�fx;yg)[d]False).3. 3 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � ĵ 6=i�cj).4. 4 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � [x] _c2R(ci) c).5. 5 def= 2 k̂i=0(ci � [y] _c2U(ci) c).6. 6 def= 2((UM � [x]UM ^ [y]False) ^ (RM � [y]RM ^ [x]False)).The �rst clause, apart from capturing the origin constraint, also speci�es a termination condi-tion. The second clause forces the creation of a grid as in the earlier reductions, but this time onlyupto an upper margin (UM) and a right margin (RM). The next three clauses are familiar. Thelast clause ensures that the propositions UM and RM acquire their intended meaning.Lemma 7.4 Let � = (C;R;U; cf ) be an instance of FCP. If � has a solution, then � 2 FDSATA.Proof: Let (Col; (K;L)) be a solution to FCP. De�ne now TS = (S;!) as in the proof of Lemma5.2, but now for S = f0; : : : ;Kg � f0; : : : ; Lg. Next de�ne V : S ! }(P ) to be a map whichsatis�es, for all i; j 2 f0; : : : ;Kg � f0; : : : ; Lg:� V (i; j) � Col(i; j) [ fUM;RMg.� RM 2 V (i; j) i� i = K.� UM 2 V (i; j) i� j = LClearly, V is a well-de�ned map. Let M = (TS; V ). Then it is easy to show that M; (0; 0) j= �.Hence � 2 FDSATA. 2Lemma 7.5 Let M = (TS; V ) be a model where TS = (S;!) is a �nite deterministic dts overA and s0 2 S such that M; s0 j= � where � is an instance of FCP. Let s; s0 2 R(s0). Then thefollowing statements are equivalent: 43



1. sfx;yg�!s0.2. 9sx 2 S : s x!sx y!s0.3. 9sy 2 S : s y!sy x!s0.Proof: (1) implies (2) and (3) since TS is a dts. To show that (2) implies (1), assume s x!sx y!sy.Then M; sx j= hyiTrue. Now, because of 6, M; sx j= (UM � [y]False). Therefore M; sx j= �UM .Further, M; s j= (UM � [x]UM) and so, M; s j= �UM . From the fact that s x!sx, we get M; s j=hxiTrue and thanks to 6, we have M; s j= �RM . Thus, M; s j= (�UM ^ �RM). Now, by 2, weget M; s j= hfx; ygiTrue. Therefore, for some s00 2 S, we have sfx;yg�!s00. Hence there exists s0x suchthat s x!s0x y!s00. By determinacy of TS, we get sx = s0x and hence s0 = s00.By a symmetric argument we can show that (3) implies (1) as well. 2Lemma 7.6 Let � be an instance of FCP and M = ((S;!); V ) be a �nite deterministic A-modelsuch that for some s0 2 S, we haveM; s0 j= �. Let s; s0 2 R(s0) such that s �)s0, where � 2 fx; yg�.Let m = ]x(�) and n = ]y(�). Then the following assertions hold:1. if m � n then s(xy)nxm�n=) s02. if m � n then s(xy)myn�m=) s0Proof: Identical to the proof of (1) and (2) of Lemma 6.8, except that instead of appealing toLemma 5.3, we refer to Lemma 7.5 above. 2Lemma 7.7 Let � = (C;R;U; cf ) be an instance of FCP such that � 2 FDSATA. Then � hasa solution.Proof: Let M; s0 j= �, where M = (TS; V ); TS = (S;!) is a �nite deterministic dts over A ands0 2 S. Since M; s0 j= 3(cf ^ UM ^RM), there exists s1 2 S and � such that s0 �)s1. 2 ensuresthat � 2 fx; yg�. Let m = ]x(�) and let n = ]y(�). We have three cases to consider:Case 1 (m = n): By Lemma 7.6 above s0(xy)m=) s1. Let t1; : : : ; tm�1 2 S such that s0 =t0 xy=)t1 : : : tm�1 xy=)tm = s1. De�ne Diag : f0; : : : ;mg ! S by Diag(k) def= tk. Following the proofof Lemma 5.4, we can construct a function pair (	m; Colm) with 	m : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg ! Sand Colm : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;mg ! C such that Colm is a solution to �.Case 2 (m < n): By Lemma 7.6 s0(xy)myn�m=) s1. Let s0 2 S such that s0(xy)m=) s0yn�m=) s1. Againwe follow Lemma 5.4. Construct (	m; Colm) as in the proof for Case 1, with 	m(0; 0) = s0 and	m(m;m) = s0. (Note that we no longer maintain C2 of Lemma 5.4.) Let k = n � m. Lett1; : : : ; tk�1 2 S such that s0 = t0 y!t1 : : : tk�1 y!tk = s1.44



Now, we de�ne for l 2 f1; : : : ; kg;	m+l : f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;m + lg ! S and Colm+l :f0; : : : ;mg � f0; : : : ;m+ lg ! C. Firstly set	m+l(i; j) def= 	m+l�1(i; j)and Colm+l(i; j) def= Colm+l�1(i; j); 0 � i � l � 1; 0 � j � l � 1:Next set 	m+l(m;m+ l) def= tl. Now we have	m+l(m� 1;m+ l � 1) x!	m+l(m;m+ l � 1) y!	m+l(m;m+ l):Hence there exists s00 2 S such that	m+l(m� 1;m+ l � 1) y!s00 x!	m+l(m;m+ l):Set 	m+l(m�1;m+l) def= s00. Repeating this argument, we de�ne 	m+l(j;m+l) for all j; 0 � j � m.Colm+l(j;m+ l) can be suitably de�ned for 0 � j �m.It can be easily checked that Colm+k, that is Coln is a solution to �.Case 3 (m > n): Similar to the proof for Case 2. This time we follow Lemma 5.4 but do notmaintain condition C3. 2Theorem 7.8 Let jAj > 1. Then the membership problem for FDSATA is undecidable. Conse-quently, FDV ALA is not axiomatizable.Proof: The undecidability follows from Proposition 7.2, and Lemmas 7.4 and 7.7. It is easy tosee that FDSATA is r.e. and hence FDV ALA is not r.e. and therefore not axiomatizable. 28 Traces and trace transition systemsIn this section, we show that our proof methods yield results for transition systems based on thetheory of trace languages [Maz]. Speci�cally, we shall show that the satis�ability problem for ourlogic becomes undecidable when it is interpreted over models based on trace transition systems. Infact, the result holds for a much weaker logical language { the eventuality operator of temporallogic with an action-indexed modality su�ces to establish undecidability. We can extend the resultto subclasses as in the previous two sections.As we noticed, our proofs of undecidability rely on a weaker property than determinacy, spec-i�ed in Lemma 5.3. In particular, the partial commutativity of actions gives rise to the samephenomenon. In concurrency theory, this arises in the context of Mazurkiewicz's trace languages.Here we present only the bare essentials of this theory. For background and more details, refer to[Maz]. 45



A concurrency alphabet over � is a pair (�; I), where I � ��� is an irreexive and symmetricindependence relation. Our results will require the concurrency alphabet to be nontrivial, that is,I has to be a nonempty independence relation. Note that this forces j�j > 1.The independence relation I induces a natural equivalence relation over �� which is in facta congruence with respect to concatenation. This congruence is the one generated by equationsof the form ab = ba for each (a; b) 2 I. Stated di�erently, we �rst de�ne :=I � �� � �� as:� :=I �0 i� 9�1; �2 2 �� and (a; b) 2 I such that � = �1ab�2 and �0 = �1ba�2. Then =I , de�ned tobe ( :=I)� is the congruence we want. ��==I is called the partially commutative trace monoid over(�; I) (with [�]I :[�0]I = [��0]I being the monoidal operation). A trace language over (�; I) is simplya subset of ��==I .Thus the idea is that if a I b, then whenever a and b occur adjacent to each other in a sequentialdescription of a run of the system (modelled by the trace language), a and b have in fact occurredwith no order over their occurrences. Hence a sequence of the form �1ab�2 represents the samestretch of behaviour as a sequence of the form �1ba�2.A number of closely related proposals have been made in the literature to carry over these ideasto transition systems [Bed, Shi, WN]. We de�ne a class of transition systems for which the onlyconstraint is the commuting of sequences of concurrent actions. This su�ces for our purpose, andour negative results will carry over to the transition systems de�ned in the above papers.De�nition 8.1 A trace transition system (tts) over the concurrency alphabet (�; I) is a(countable) labelled transition system TS = (S;�;!) such that for every (a; b) 2 I, for everys0; s1; s2 2 S, if s0 a!s1 b!s2 then there exists s01 such that s0 b!s01 a!s2.Instead of Step-TL, we now work with the simpler language Action-TL, which has the 3 modal-ity as usual and the action modality hai for every a 2 �. Let P be a countable set of propositions.The formulas of this language are:� Every member of P is a formula.� If � and � are formulas then so are ��; � _ �;3� and hai�, for a 2 �.The semantics is de�ned as before. For a tts-based modelM = ((S;!); V ) and s 2 S, we have:M; s j= hai� i� there exists s0 such that s a!s0 and M; s j= �.Clearly, Action-TL is a weaker language than Step-TL; in fact, it corresponds to the formulasof Step-TL where steps are restricted to be of size 1.De�nition 8.2 Let (�; I) be a concurrency alphabet.� � is said to be I-satis�able i� there exists a model M = (TS; V ), where TS = (S;!) is a ttsover (�; I) and s0 2 S such that M; s0 j= �.� TSATI is the set of all I-satis�able formulas.46



� We write j=I � if � is valid over all models over (�; I).Given a nonempty independence relation I, we show undecidability of I-satis�ability, again byreducing CP to it. Let � = (C;R;U) be an instance of CP. We need to reserve two actions from� for R and U . We choose x and y, where (x; y) 2 I. Below, whenever appropriate, we follow thenotations and conventions used in proving Theorem 5.5. As before, �� is the conjunction of �veformulas, except that we modify �2 to be 2hxihyiTrue.Lemma 8.3 Let � = (C;R;U) be an instance of CP. If � has a solution, then �� 2 TSATI .Proof: From the dts constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.2, one can clearly extract a tts over(�; I) by forgetting the fx; yg transitions. Hence �� 2 TSATI . 2Lemma 8.4 Let � = (C;R;U) be an instance of CP such that �� 2 TSATI . Then � has asolution.Proof: Let M; s0 j= ��, where M = (TS; V ); TS = (S;!) is a tts over (�; I) and s0 2 S. Byde�nition, R(s0) is countable. Fix an enumeration of R(s0).We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.4. Instead of Lemma 5.3, we appeal directly tothe de�nition of a trace transition system. The few modi�cations required are as follows:1. In Step 2, when choosing 	m+1(m+1;m+1), set it equal to s, where s is the state with theleast index (in the enumeration of R(s0)) with the property that 	m(m;m)fx;yg�!s.2. In Step 3, when choosing 	m+1(m + 1; j), for 0 � j � m, appeal to Lemma 8.4 instead ofLemma 5.3 and set it equal to sy, where sy is the state with the least index (in the enumerationof R(s0)) with the property that 	m+1(m; j) y!sy x!	m+1(m+1; j+1). A similar modi�cationis done for the choice of sx in Step 4.The required result now follows easily. 2Theorem 8.5 Let (�; I) be a nontrivial concurrency alphabet. I-satis�ability is undecidable.What about an axiomatization? The following is a sound axiom system. All the axioms arederived from the earlier axiomatization, but now restricted to the language Action-TL. The onlynovelty is in the axiom (Aab) which represents the commuting condition for a and b.Axiom System NTIAxiom schemes 47



(A0) All the substitutional instances of the tautologies of PC(A1) 2(� � �) � (2� � 2�)(A2) 2� � � ^ [a]� ^22�(A3) [a](� � �) � ([a]� � [a]�)(Aab) haihbi� � hbihai�; for a I bInference rules(MP ) �; � � � (TG) �� 2�If I is a �nite relation, we can show that I-validity is completely axiomatized by NTI .Theorem 8.6 (Completeness) Given a concurrency alphabet (�; I) where I is a �nite indepen-dence relation on �, if j=I � then `NTI �.Proof: The proof follows along the lines of that of Theorem 4.9. When satisfying live future re-quirements, we pick an action d which is outside the vocabulary of � and which, in addition, does notcommute with any other action in �. Since I is �nite and � is countable, this is always possible. 2Consider now the case that the alphabet � is �nite. We get the stronger undecidability resultof Section 6. Since the techniques involved are very similar to the ones used earlier, we will giveonly an informal sketch of the proof.Given an instance � of RCP, we de�ne the formula �� as before except that �2 is de�ned tobe 2(hxihyiTrue ^ ^a62fx;yg[a]False): It is easy to show that �� is I-satis�able, where (without lossof generality) (x; y) 2 I. To see this, we only need to extract from the dts constructed in the proofof Lemma 6.7 a tts over (fx; yg; f(x; y); (y; x)g).On the other hand, given a model for the formula ��, to construct a solution the instance �of RCP, one has to simply go through the steps in the proof of Lemma 6.9, making the necessarymodi�cations as suggested in the proof of Lemma 8.4, using the fact that R(s0) is enumerable(where s0 is the state at which the formula �� is satis�ed in the given model). Indeed, the proofof Lemma 6.9 follows the given lines only so that it applies for tts's as well.Theorem 8.7 Let (�; I) be a nontrivial concurrency alphabet over �nite �. Then I-satis�abilityis �11-complete. Hence I-validity is �11-complete and not axiomatizable.Similarly, we can consider �nite trace transition systems. The corresponding satis�ability prob-lem is undecidable and hence validity is not axiomatizable.Theorem 8.8 Let (�; I) be a nontrivial concurrency alphabet. Then I-satis�biality over �nite tts'sis undecidable and validity is not axiomatizable.An analogue of Theorem 8.7 is already available in [Har84], but in the context of the globalconsequence problem of PDL. The corresponding notion of transition systems would be those which48



satis�ed s ab!s0 and s ba!s00 implies s0 = s00:This would be the case for deterministic tts's.Our result for Action-TL shows that even with nondeterminism allowed, the commuting con-dition of trace transition systems makes even a very weak logic highly expressive. On the otherhand, Step-TL { and even the stronger logics considered in the next section { remain decidable overnondeterministic distributed transition systems, where concurrency is explicitly presented ratherthan being semantically inferred.9 ExtensionsIn this section we look at some di�erent logical languages for the frames we have been considering.The two extensions we consider are to allow program operators in place of the temporal 3, and tostrengthen the step modality to refer to intermediate states in the cube.9.1 Regular programs over concurrent stepsThe notion of a step can be used to obtain a straightforward generalization of Propositional DynamicLogic (PDL) [Har84]. The resulting language, which we shall call Step-PDL, is closely related tothe language used so far. Most of the results we have proved so far go through for Step-PDL withsuitable modi�cations.First we can de�ne the class of programs ��:� Every member of }fin(�) is a program.� If � and �0 are programs, then so are � + �0; �;�0 and ��.Now the language of Step-PDL consists of the set of formulas built from �� and P , a countablyin�nite set of atomic propositions, by closing under negation, disjunction and the modality h�i�,for � 2 ��. PDL is usually de�ned with a test operator, but we do not include it here for the sakeof simplicity.As Kripke frames for Step-PDL, we will once again use dts's. To do so, we �rst need to extendthe step transition relation of a dts to a program transition relation.Let TS = (S;�;!) be a dts. Then )TS � S � �� � S is de�ned inductively as follows (wedrop the TS subscript for convenience):� s u)s0 i� s u!s0.� s�+�0=)s0 i� s �=)s0 or s �0=)s0.� s�;�0=)s0 i� 9s00 2 S : s �=)s00 �0=)s0.� s ��=)s0 i� 9k � 0 : s �k=)s0; where �0 def= ; and �k+1 def= �;�k, for k � 0.49



The notions of frame and model are as before. The notion M; s j= �, for s 2 S is de�nedinductively, the new case being:M; s j= h�i� i� 9s0 2 S : s �)TS s0 and M; s j= �:Satis�ability and validity are de�ned as before. One crucial observation here is that for Step-PDLit makes no di�erence whether the frames are dts's over � or dts's over some �nite subset of �.(For the negative results, of course, we need jAj > 1).A complete axiomatization of the set of valid formulas of Step-PDL is obtained by adding theempty step axiom � � h;i� and the (Step) inference rule to the well-known Segerberg axioms forPDL [KP, Har84]. As a consequence, satis�ability in Step-PDL is decidable in nondeterministicexponential time.It can be easily checked that the completeness results for elementary net systems and elementaryevent structures presented in Section 3 go through for Step-PDL. As for the negative results, we donot get an axiomatization of the set of deterministically valid formulas as deterministic satis�abilityfor Step-PDL formulas is �11-complete. Hence deterministic validity is not axiomatizable. (In thecoding of RCP, we uniformly replace 2 by [(x+ y)�] and 3 by h(x+ y)�i.)The strong negative result goes through for trace transition systems as well. Further in thecase of �nite deterministic dts's and �nite trace transition systems, once again the negative resultobtains, using the same transformation in the formulas used for coding earlier.We conclude by noting that instead of generalizing the atomic programs of PDL to concurrentsteps, we could also generalize them to �nite multisets of actions. We could in fact consider �nitepomsets over � [Pra86] to be our atomic programs. Correspondingly, we would have to indexthe modality by �nite multisets or by �nite pomsets. In each case, there is a corresponding (andnotationally more complicated) version of the inference rule (Step) which leads to completeness,and as a by-product, to decidability. Naturally, the negative results we have obtained will also gothrough.9.2 Referring to intermediate statesOne drawback of the logical languages we have looked at so far is that we have been unable toaxiomatize our models with a �nite set of axiom schemes and inference rules. By considering amore expressive modality for the u-cube, however, we can overcome this di�culty. We shall merelygive a sketch of the main ideas; the details can be worked out.Given a set of atomic propositions P , the formulas of the language Cube-TL are inductivelyspeci�ed as:� Every member of P is a formula.� If � and � are formulas then so are ��; � _ �;3�.� Let u 2 }fin(�). If �;; : : : ; �v; : : : ; �u are formulas (v � u), then hui < �;; : : : ; �u > is aformula. 50



The last clause de�nes a formula hui	, where 	 can be viewed as a function from }(u) toformulas, where 	(v) = �v . The formula states that there exists a u-cube with the states in thecube satisfying the corresponding formulas from 	.Now given a model M = ((S;!); V ) and s 2 S,M; s j= hui	 i� 9f 2 F [u; S] : f(;) u!f(u); f(;) = s and M;f(v) j= 	(v) for v � u:That is, the formula hui	 forces the existence of a u-cube with intermediate states satisfying theformulas from 	.Observe that 	 is at least exponential in the size of u. Our earlier modality in the languageStep-TL, hui�, is de�ned to be hui�, where �(u) = � and �(v) = True, for v � u.Given v � v0 � u and a function 	 from }(u) to formulas, de�ne its restriction 	v::v0 to be afunction assigning formulas to }(v0 � v): 	v::v0(u1) def= 	(v [ u1); for u1 � v0 � v.The step axioms and inference rule are:(A4a) � � h;i < � >(A4b) hui	 � 	(;)(Step) �hv0 � vi	v::v0 ; for some v � v0 � u�hui	With these axioms and rule, completeness and decidability can be proved along the lines ofSection 2. Since Cube-TL is more expressive than Step-TL, all the negative results for that languagewill go through.10 DiscussionIn this paper we have studied logics whose models are distributed transition systems of a certainkind. The central notion underlying these transition systems is that of a concurrent step. Theproperties that are demanded of a step capture the intuition that the actions named in the stepoccur causally independent of each other. The paper is then essentially a logical study of this basicnotion concerning distributed systems.The main results of the paper are summarized in the table, where we have �xed a countablealphabet � and a �nite subset A of �.In addition, we have shown that the logical system ND is a complete axiomatization of validityover the class of labelled prime event structures and hence over the class of labelled elementary netsystems as well.Our positive results show that the step notion lends itself to a logical treatment with the helpof fairly standard techniques. In fact, as the ideas sketched in Section 9 show, the logic Step-TLitself can be viewed as a smooth extension of PDL in the presence of steps.On the other hand, our negative results show that from a logical standpoint, determinacycombined with a non-interleaved notion of a transition is very expressive. The results of Section8 provide additional insight: since the negative results carry over for trace transition systems, we51
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Figure 7: A dts which cannot be generated from an event structure
frames all models �nite modelsdts's axiomatizable axiomatizabledecidable decidabledet dts's axiomatizable ?undecidable at most r.e.trace ts's over (�; I) axiomatizable for �nite I ?undecidable at most r.e.A-dts's axiomatizable axiomatizabledecidable decidabledet A-dts's not axiomatizable not axiomatizablehighly undecidable undecidabletrace ts's over (A; I) not axiomatizable not axiomatizablehighly undecidable undecidableTable 1: Step-TL: axiomatizability and satis�ability
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can see that it is not just determinacy together with \non-interleaved" transitions that generatessuch expressive power; even the kind of partial commutativity of actions that is often associatedwith independent actions leads to undecidability.Turning now to related work, Valiev [Val] presents a strong negative result for a variant of PDL.In this variant one has, in addition to the usual program constructs of PDL, also the shu�e andthe iterated shu�e operators. The techniques used here are very di�erent from Valiev's work.Penzcek [Pen] has also reported a number of negative results for a logic interpreted over deter-ministic asynchronous transition systems. The logical language uses past operators. The results ofSection 8 show that the negative results need neither determinacy nor the past time modalities.As for other logics based on labelled transition systems, two well-known instances are theHennessy-Milner logics [HM] and the Modal �-Calculus [Sti]. We have not yet \operationally"characterized (in the Hennessy-Milner style) the equivalence notion induced by our logic. It is alsonot clear at this stage whether the Modal �-Calculus augmented with the step notion leads to aninteresting variant.References[Bed] Bednarczyk, M. (1988), \Categories of asynchronous systems," Ph.D. thesis, Report1/88, Dept of Computer Science, Univ. of Sussex.[Bur] Burgess, J.P. (1984), Basic tense logic, in \Handbook of philosophical logic, Vol. II,"(D. Gabbay and F. Guenthner, Eds.) pp. 89-133, Reidel.[BC] Boudol, G., and Castellani, I. (1988), A non-interleaving semantics for CCS basedon proved transitions, Fund. Inform. XI, 433-452.[DM] Degano, P., and Montanari, U. (1987), Concurrent histories: A basis for observingdistributed systems, J. Comput. Syst. Sci. 34, 422-461.[ES] Emerson, E.A., and Srinivasan, J. (1989), Branching time temporal logic, LNCS 354,123-172.[FL] Fischer, M., and Ladner, R. (1981), Propositional dynamic logic of regular programs,J. Comput. Syst. Sci. 18, 194-211.[Gol] Goldblatt, R. (1987), \Logics of time and computation," Lecture Notes, Centre forStudy of Language and Information.[Har84] Harel, D. (1984), Dynamic logic, in \Handbook of philosophical logic, Vol. II," (D.Gabbay and F. Guenthner, Eds.) pp. 497-604, Reidel.[Har85] Harel, D. (1985), Recurring dominoes: making the highly undecidable highly under-standable, Ann. Disc. Math. 24, 51-72.[HC] Hughes, G.E., and Cresswell, M.J. (1984), \A companion to modal logic," Methuen.[HM] Hennessy, M., and Milner, R. (1985), Algebraic laws for nondeterminism and con-currency, J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 32, 137-161.55
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